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Local realtors nearly full for fall
ByJACKBUEHRER
The BC News
Time is running out for University students looking for offcampus housing for fall semester. Local realty companies have
been busy with the spring rush of
students looking to secure a
house or an apartment for next
year.

Steve Green of Mecca Management Inc. said they are over
half full already.
"We have about 300 apartments altogether, and we're
about 60 percent full at this
point," he said. "It's late, but it's
not too late This is still a key
time in the search for housing."
Other realtors and apartment
complexes are getting close to

Day devoted to
women's health
By JENNIFER SCHAB
The BC News
National Women's Heart
Health Day, observed on Feb. 1
as part of American Heart
Health Month, provides an opportunity to promote heart health
in women by focusing attention
to risk factors for heart disease
in women and what women can
do to reduce their risk, according
to Charlotte Libov, founder of the
day in 1993.
This day also stresses the need
for more research on heart
disease in women and emphasizes the differences in diagnostic tests and cardiac treatments in women.
Although Wood County does
not specifically celebrate Women's Heart Health Day, Ruth Lucius, RN, health educator at
the Wood County Health Department, said that the message
the day is trying to represent is
very important.
"People need to be aware of the
risks they take, we need to always be educating," Lucius said.
"Throughout the year the
Wood County Health Department
goes out to work sites and tests
cholesterol and blood pressure
and offers individual counseling
for people."
Heart disease kills over 24,000
women each year, and is the
biggest killer disease of womenOne in eight women over age 45
has had a heart attack or stroke.
There is a widespread misconception that heart disease affects
mostly men, but studies have
shown that women have less risk
of heart disease until menopause,

filling up and urge students to
get moving in their search. Anna
Harold of the Village Green
Apartments said she is almost
completely sold out of available
units.
"Right now all I have left for
fall semester is 12 two-bedroom
apartments," she said. "All of the
one bedrooms were full by
Christmas."

Most realtors give first priority to their present tenants and
rent only what is left over to
other students. Helen Hernandez
of Newlove Rentals gives her
tenants five weeks to renew their
leases.
"I send them all a letter telling
them they have until a certain
date to renew their leases," she
said. "If I dont hear from them

by that date it's pretty much open
season for their apartment."
Green said that houses are
much more difficult to secure
than apartments.
"Our single-family houses go
the quickest," he said. "We get a
bunch of groups of four or five
people who want to get a house.
Typically we're sold out of
houses by Christmas break."

Dedicated Students

"People need to be
aware of the risks
they take. We need to
always be
educating."
Ruth Lucius

I See HEART, page three.

"Most people start looking in
the fall," Hernandez said. "We
• See HOUSING, page three.

President
opposes
proposal
The Associated Press

health educator
then their risk is about the same
as men's.
Lucius said it is essential that
women as well as men control
risk factors in their lives.
Behavior changes need to be
made to decrease the risk of developing heart disease or if
already diagnosed with a heart
problem, changes can slow the
process. The risk factors that
need to be controlled are: use of
tobacco, abnormal cholesterol
numbers, high blood pressure,
physical inactivity, overweight
and diabetes.
"It's basic health practice for
everyone to keep their
cholesterol and blood pressure in
normal limits and to stop any and
all use of tobacco products," Lucius said.
Lucius also warns college-aged
women to take risk factors into
consideration.
"All men and women should be
aware if their parents have high
cholesterol or high blood pressure, because you could be developing it as well," Lucius said.
Also, women on birth control

Most companies said the best
time to start looking for offcampus housing is in October or
November and that they usually
are completely full by midsummer.

BG Newi Pkou by KcUy Dietrich
Two telecommunication majors Greg Leonard and Kristina Kanta film students changing classes between Overman and Hayes Hall yesterday despite the bitter, cold weather.

SAN FRANCISCO - The Clinton administration went to court
against Proposition 209 on
Wednesday, arguing that the anti-affirmative action initiative
violates the rights of women and
minorities.
The measure approved by California voters in November would
outlaw racial and gender preferences in state and local
government, education, employment and contracting.
Challenged by civil rights
groups and opposed by President
Clinton during his re-election
campaign, the measure has been
blocked by a federal judge who
said it would probably be found
unconstitutional.
And in a friend-of-the-court
brief Wednesday, Justice Department lawyers David Flynn
and Samuel Bagenstos told the
9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
that U.S. District Judge Thelton
Henderson "plainly got the law
right."
They cited two Supreme Court
rulings: a 1969 decision overturning an Akron, Ohio, ordinance
that would have required a citywide vote on housing discrimination laws, and a 1982 case
striking down a Washington state
anti-busing initiative. The court
said both measures placed unconstitutional political burdens
on minorities, who benefited
from the programs.
• See CLINTON, page three.

Critical thinking discouraged
By DARLA WARNOCK
The BC News
Bowling Green State University is just like any other university.
It discourages critical thinking
the same as any other, according
to Economics professor Neil
Browne
Browne led a discussion
Wednesday which focused on the
question of "How and Why BGSU
Discourages Critical Thinking."
Prefaced by a definition of
critical thinking, Browne allowed
the audience to participate in a
discussion to discover if the
premise for the lecture was correct.
'I'm not coming into this with
an entirely open mind," Browne
said. "I don't know that I'm right
or wrong. I believe that Bowling
Green State University discourages critical thinking in many

ways.
By a show of hands, the vast
majority of the audience said
they believe the University does
discourage critical thinking.
The discussion covered how
and why students need to think
critically without the assistance
of the University. A few students
offered their opinions to why
they have received so little formal training in the skill of
critical thinking.
Charles Rivers, a junior communication major, said he does
Neil Browne
not understand why some inEconomics professor
structors do not take the time to
share critical thinking with their
students. "That is the biggest sin do not give critical thinking the
in the world to me," Rivers said. attention it deserves.
"They dont want to be ques"It basically ignores critical
tioned. I believe you need one of thinking," Browne said. "I am
those leaders that have an open suggesting that in its name, it is
ear."
not encouraged."
Browne said the problem uniBrowne explained the hierversities often have is that they archical structure would be af-

"I don't know that
I'm right or wrong. I
believe that Bowling
Green State
University
discourages critical
thinking in many
ways."

fected if people would begin
thinking critically. He emphasized the idea that if those who
hold authority positions would
stress the importance of critical
thinking, students would find it
easier to learn and use.
"There's an authority structure in a classroom that is threatened by critical thinking,"
Browne said. "There's nobody
who wants to encourage critical
thinking who has power."
A cross-section of the audience
agreed that the discussion was
informative, however it left
many unanswered questions due
to time restrictions.
Melissa Maggiotto, a sophomore public relations major, said
although she enjoyed it, she
found the lecture to be different
than she expected.
BGNtwt PWa by Daug Khnmiky
"I expected a typical classroom setting," Maggiotto said. '1 Neil Browne discusses the discouragment of critical thinking on the
really appreciated his ideas."
University campus during a lecture Wednesday night.
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Isn't it strange?
As soon as you're born.
You're dying
-Iron Maiden
Believe It or not. this past
Tuesday night I found myself
strolling into Denny's for a few
dozen cups of coffee.
As most of you out there know.
Denny's serves as a kind of home
away from home for me. and on
many a lonely night I find myself
drawn to the soothing comfort of
Its tan and brown Interior decore.
Although I often find the
restaurant empty of patrons, on
this particular evening two former
co-workers of mine happened to
also be dining there, and upon
spotting me they generously
Invited me to sit with them.
It kind of reminds you of grade
school, doesn't It?
I had been sitting with the two
middle-aged women for well over
an hour talking about everything
from our family histories to
abortion when one of them asked
me a somewhat amusing question.
"So how old are you now.
Aaron." she asked. "24. 25. or 26?"
Up until that point. I had
completely forgotten that my
birthday was only two days away.
"I'll be 22 this Thursday." I
responded as I polished off another
cup of coffee.
"Oh. wow, I thought you were a
lot older than that," she admitted.
"It's Just that you've always been
so... mature."
Although she'll probably never

realize it (unless she happens to
come across a copy of this
column), she had Just addressed one of my biggest
societal pet peeves: The Idea
that your age. as It Is defined by
a calender, determines the level
of your maturity and
intellegence.
I don't know what things are
like all over the rest of the
world, but it seems like Americans especially seem to have
this pre-conclved notion that
you suddenly reach the magical
land of "maturity" upon your
18th birthday, and not a
moment before hand.
Id like to think that most
people are smart enough to
know that this Isn't the case,
but at the same time most
people fall to realize that
maturity Is a derivitive of one's
life experiences, not days of
existence.
I mean, honestly, who's
probably going to be more
mature upon their 18th birthday: A guy who was molested by
his father when he was seven
years old or a guy who was
spoiled rotten by his parents
and pampered beyond belief?
For example, about five years
ago I met a young woman who
has since become a close friend
of mine. At the Ume she was
only 15 years old. but none the
less she was responsible for
cleaning the house, taking care
of her little brother, cooking
most of the household's meals,
and maintaining a relatively
high grade point average.
As I'm sure you can Imagine,
this caused "Michelle" to mature
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party, but I will say this: No one
expected the cake to end up
where It did.
Several hours after the shortlived festivities, Michelle ended
up on my doorstep.
"Whatever I do. I can't get
them to see me for who I really
am!" she said furiously as we
walked down my street. "I don't
give a crap about birthday
parties or pink streamers! What
I want is for them to treat me
based how I act. not by how 'old'
or 'young' I am! I'm more
mature than my mom ever was,
but she still treats me like a
little kid even though I'm the
one running the damn household for her!"
"I know," I said sensitively as
I walked along side of her.
"Someday I'm sure they'll realize
that they're not treating you like
the person you are."
Sadly enough, however, I was
wrong.
In a trend that reflects our
society as a whole. Michelle's
parents continued to unknowingly tourture her by simply
falling to realize that she was
more mature then her age lead
them to believe. This eventually
resulted in Michelle running
away from home and falling Into
a hard-core drug scene...but
that's another story for another
time.
Aaron Weisbrod is a columnist
for The News, and he'd like to
wish a happy birthday to his
own bad self, as well as VaL
Minna, and Mrs. K. Comments,
concerns, and hate-mall can be
sent to aaronw@bgnet.bgsu.edu
or 210 West HalL
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seem to have
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notion that
you suddenly
reach the
magical land
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upon your
18th birthday,
and not a
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pretty quickly. Even though she
was only 15 years old. talking to
her was more like talking to a 42year-old housewife than a
sophmore in high school.
I personally realized that Inside
her 15-yeai--old frame rested a
mind more mature than that of
most 30-year-olds I knew, but
most of the people in her life failed
to realize this, and as a result she
was usually treated like a little girl.
For reasons I still can't understand, Michelle's parents weren't
able to realize that Michelle's lite
experiences have caused her to
grow up a little more quickly then
most other people her age.
Hence rather than treating her
like an adult, they attempted to
throw her a suprise "Sweet Sixteen" birthday party.
I'll never forget the time her
mom called me on the phone to
Inform me of the plan.
"It's going to be really great."
she told me enthusiastically.
"We're going to get a pink and
purple cake, and we're going to
decorate the whole house with
pink and purple streamers and
pink and purple balloons. I know
she's going to love It."
"I don't know. Mrs. Jones," I
said. leerlly. "I think Michelle
might be a little...beyond...a 'Sweet
Sixteen' birthday bash, if you know
what I mean."
"Oh nonsense," she replied,
unfazedby the subtleness of my
warning. "All little girls like to have
'Sweet Sixteen' parties."
Failing to recognize my warnings, Michelle's mom went ahead
with the party.
I don't want to go Into too much
detail about what happened at the
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Letters to the Editor
If you would like to submit a Letter to the
Editor, please follow these guidelines:
• Make sure the letter b 500 words or lea.
Please include your address, major, academic class and phone number (phone
numbers are strictly for verification and
not tor publication).
• Letter* must be typed, and not handwritten. Letters brought In saved on a
Macintosh-compatible disk are preferred.
• Bring the letter to Room 210 West Hall,
or e-mail m at bgnewsebgnet.bgsu.edu.
Be prepared te show valid identification.
• Space Hmttanons may prevent The BG
News from printing all letters i net red.
The BG News reserves the right to edit
any and all letters.
Copyright C 1997. The BG News. Bowling
Green. Ohio. Reprinting of any material in this
publication without the permission of The BG News
is strictly prohibited.
The BG News is an independent publication
founded in 1920 and is published daily during the
academic year and weekly during the summer semester.
Opinions expressed in columns and letters to
the editor are not necessarily those of the student
body, faculty. University administration or The BG
News. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the
Spring 1997 BG News staff.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify
the paper of any errors in stories or photograph
descriptions.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

News coverage
was fair-minded
As future educators we decided
to collaborate in a response to
recent letters In The News. We
must admit that the Greek system
does raise relatively large amounts
of money and volunteers many
hours for charity. However, fraternities and sororities are required to
do so to keep their charters. We
are quite sure that this "service" Is
not out of the kindness of their
hearts. Much of these so-called
"charity" events are merely excuses
for a post-event beer bash.
In examining The News article
published January 15. we concluded It was objectively written
and presented an accurate account of the facts. Perhaps The
News did publish this article late.
If only to serve as a warning to
potential pledges. After all. our
fathers warned us, and we heeded
their advice.
As for Greg Bader and Ryan
Singer, they seemed more concerned with the damage to Greek
rush than the potential death of a
"brother." If Bader Is worried about
the absence of positive News

stories about Greeks. Imagine
how working-class Independents like us feel. The fraternty
brothers' lrresponsibllty leaves
us tounge-tied.
Brad Smith

Senior
Secondary Social Studies
Chris Adelberger
Senior
Secondary Math

Media not just
unfeeling mob
I am writing In response to a
letter written by Jeremy Brink
In the January 27 Issue of The
News. Mr. Brink seemed quite
agitated at the news media,
basically describing many who
work In the industry as unfeeling.
I have a different point of
view on the matter. You see. as
a producer for a Toledo television station, it's my
responsibility to deliver what I
feel to be the most noteworthy
and compelling news of the day.

Yes, this often Includes—as you so
colorfully described it—"violence,
death, sex and scandal." Is It my
fault the world Is filled with such
twisted people? Likewise. Is it my
fault If people watching the news
aren't able to think for themselves
and simply absorb the bits of
information they receive like a
sponge?
Mr. Brink mentioned a desire to
see more "good" news stories.
While we do devote some time on
EVERY newscast to "lighter"
stolres. the focus of our show Is,
and always will be. the hardhitting and dynamic stories that
affect people's lives. If reality is too
much for Mr. Brink to deal with,
perhaps he would be better served
to switch the channel.
This letter Is not meant to Insult
Mr. -Brink or anyone else who
considers news to be too violent.
The fact of the matter Is this—
there are only 30 minutes In a six
o'clock newcast. We can only fit so
much Information into that time
slot. It would be really Interesting
to see how people like Mr. Brink
would fill all of that time with what
Is considered "fluff" news. As far as
the murder of BUI Cosby"s son Is
concerned—did anyone happen to

catch the eleven o'clock news
Sunday night? If you had. you
would have noticed a story
about an article The New York
Times published that day which
had been written a few years
back by Ennis Cosby. The foucs
was on his life, not his death.
Sounds like a positive story to
me...maybe that's why I ran It.
Finally, as far as Mr. Brink's
comment about "helping
society", I'd like to know what In
the world we're doing every time
we run a missing person story,
or Information that could help
find a killer, a robber, or a
terrorist. Better yet. how many
times have we publicized blood
drives and bone marrow drives,
only to find out that hundreds
of people turned out to donate
after seeing the Information on
the news?
To make a blanket statement
describing the entire news
industry as a group of heartless
fiends Is not only Irresponsible.
It's IncorTect. Next time, Jeremy,
check your facts!
Jeff Cook
Junior
Broadcast Journalism
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Case of graphic e-mail
messages dismissed
The Associated Press

"We're hopeful that the government believes
that this is the time to let this rest, once and
for all."

CINCINNATI - An appeals
court Wednesday upheld the
dismissal of an indictment that
accused a college student of violating U.S. law by sending electronic mail messages describing
the rape and torture of young
girls.
The 6th U.S. Circuit Court of further appeal, spokeswoman
Appeals voted 2-1 to uphold a Sandy Palazzolo said.
Mullkof f welcomed the ruling.
lower court's dismissal of the indictment against former Univer"We're hopeful that the
sity of Michigan student Jake government believes that this is
Baker.
the time to let this rest, once and
The government had indicted for all. I think the 6th Circuit sent
him as Abraham Jacob Alkhabaz. them a pretty strong message,"
He legally changed his name to he said
Baker years ago, said his attorThe e-mail was one of a series
ney, Douglas Mullkoff.
sent between Baker, of BoardBaker was indicted after he man, Ohio, and a person using a
sent a message through a com- computer in Ontario, Canada,
puter bulletin board Jan. 9,1995, who called himself "Arthur
describing the fantasized abduc- Gonda." That person's true idention and sexual torture of a vic- tity and whereabouts are not
tim with the name of a female known.
classmate at the university, auMartin said there was no evithorities said. A Michigan alum- dence Baker sent the message in
nus read the story and alerted an attempt to intimidate
someone.
university officials.
"Quite the opposite, Baker and
Appeals Judge Boyce Martin
Jr., writing for the majority, said Gonda apparently sent e-mail
the indictment failed to allege messages to each other in an atviolations of a law that prohibits tempt to foster a friendship
transmission of any communica- based on shared sexual fantation that contains a threat to kid- sies," Martin wrote.
In a dissent, appeals Judge
nap or injure another person.
Martin and Judge Martha Robert Krupansky said he
Craig Daughtrey upheld U.S. thought Congress intended the
District Judge Avem Conn's law to prohibit "all reasonably
June 1995 dismissal of the in- credible communications which
express the speaker's objective
dictment.
U.S. Attorney Saul Green of intent to kidnap or physically inDetroit said he was reviewing the jure another person. Whether the
appellate decision. Green had not originator of the message indecided whether to recommend a tended to intimidate or coerce

Douglas Mu I Ikoff
attorney
anyone thereby is irrelevant."
In arguments before the appeals court Aug. 16, prosecutors
said the messages about rape and
torture were specific enough to
be interpreted as a threat by any
reasonable person who read
them. No specific target is
needed to warrant prosecution,
prosecutors said.
Mullkoff argued that the messages In late 1994 and early 1995
were fantasies and were private
conversations - protected by the
First Amendment - between
Baker and Gonda.
Martin said the indictment's
shortcomings made it unnecessary for the court to address the
First Amendment issues.
Mullkoff also argued that the
messages were not directed
toward or delivered to any particular victim.
The government said Baker
described his potential victims:
female residents of the University of Michigan residence hall in
Ann Arbor, Mich., where Baker
lived as a student, and teen-age
girls who lived in his Ann Arbor
neighborhood or near his
Boardman home.
The university suspended
Baker after he was charged, and
he then moved in with his mother
in Boardman.

Government asked
to regulate pollution
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS - A coalition of
environmental advocates has
asked the federal government to
step In and enforce clean air and
hazardous waste laws in Ohio, its
leaders said Wednesday.
The coalition, which Includes
Rivers Unlimited and the Sierra
Club, said the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency cannot do
the job since the Legislature
passed the environmental audits
bill late last year.
The new law allows companies
to keep from the public certain
records related to cleaning up
environmental problems if they
do the job themselves. It also
offers those companies immunity from certain EPA penalties.
"Passage of the Pollution Secrecy Act in Ohio places our state
among the leaders in the race to
the bottom to eliminate environmental safeguards designed to
keep polluters in check," said
Jeff Skeldlng, executive director

of Rivers Unlimited.
Skeldlng was joined at a news
conference by other members of
the coalition and Cincinnati lawyer David Altman, who sent the
petition to the U.S. EPA.
The Ohio and U.S. EPA offices
did not Immediately return calls
seeking comment.
The petition said the parts of
the law offering immunity and
the withholding of documents
"render Ohio's investigative and
enforcement authorities ineffective and, therefore, destroy
Ohio's ability to maintain its state
programs."
Mike Dawson, a spokesman for
Gov. George Voinovich, said the
law had no effect on the EPA's
capacity to enforce the law. Ohio
EPA Legal Director Judith
French said the coalition's petition stemmed from a "misreading or misunderstanding of state
law."
Bertram Frey, U.S. EPA deputy counsel for the Midwest region, said the agency would give

the Ohio EPA a chance to respond
to the petition.
Altman said he was optimistic
the U.S. EPA would act because
public safety is threatened by the
law's disclosure provision.
"This blU Is so bad I think our
chances are good. If the bill was
better, I dont know that we'd be
doing this," Altman said.
Altman said groups in other
states, including Colorado, Michigan, Idaho and Texas, are considering similar petitions.
Harvey Wasserman, an adviser
to Greenpeace in Ohio, said the
bill was passed to satisfy businesses who were generous to
Voinovich's campaigns. Voinovich, a Republican, has said that
next year he will seek the U.S.
Senate seat held by Democrat
John Glenn.
"Governor Voinovich is serving the corporations that put him
in office in the first place," Wasserman said.
Not so, Dawson said.

We All Hove Stuff To Do!
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Kimberlee D. Snyder, 25, of Findby, is shown with defense attorney William Kluge during the first
day of her murder trial in Hancock County Common Pleas Court.

Findlay mom on trial
for daughter's death
The Associated Press
FINDLAY - A trial is under
way for a first-time mother
who claims she was suffering
from postpartum depression in
Its severest form when she
killed her infant daughter.
The case is believed to mark
the first time the disorder. Informally known as "baby
blues," has been used as a defense for Infant murder In
Ohio.
Kimberlee Snyder, 25, of

Findlay, has pleaded innocent
by reason of insanity to charges of murder, involuntary
manslaughter and child endangering. Her trial started on
Monday in Hancock County
Common Pleas Court.
Judge John Patterson is
hearing the case. Mrs. Snyder
asked that the case be tried
without a Jury because of its
emotional aspects.
Her 5-month-old daughter,
Tahlor, died July 31, one day
after she sustained massive

HOUSING

CLINTON

Continued from page one.

Continued from page one.

usually start to really get busy
around November and December, and we're pretty much completely full by July."
Harold agreed with Hernandez
saying it is best to start looking
early in the year.
"I've actually got a few one
bedroom apartments on hold for
the fall of 1998," she said. "That
just goes to show how early some
people get started."
Sophomore history major,
Steve Kowalski is currently looking for off-campus housing and is
finding out that most of the
places close to campus are filled
up.
"I didn't start looking until
after Christmas break," he said.
"I wish I had started earlier because most of my first choices
are already gone. It's probably
better to start during fall semester."
Green added although It Is still
the height of the house-hunting
season, the remaining units will
start to disappear very quickly in
the next two or three months.

"Under a straightforward application of those precedents,
Proposition 209 is unconstitutional because it singles out racial and gender issues for unique
treatment in the political process
and thereby burdens the enactment of legislation designed to
overcome prejudice," the Justice
Department said.
While state and local governments are free to repeal their
own voluntary affirmative action
programs, they are not free to
outlaw all such programs and require women and minorities to
circulate a new state constitutional amendment to revive
them, department lawyers said.
By passing such a law, they
said, "the majority has not
merely won a political battle; it
has altered the rules for all future political battles and thereby
impermisslbly entrenched its
power."
Gov. Pete Wilson criticized the
Justice filing, saying "the Clinton
administration now has the dubious distinction of being the

head injuries at her home.
Lucas County Coroner Diane
Barnett said the multiple skull
fractures and retinal hemorrhages that Tahlor received
were consistent with those she
has seen in fatal child abuse
cases.
Several nurses and emergency room personnel testified
that the baby was near death
when she arrived at the hospital. Expert witnesses for both
sides were expected to testify
later this week.

first administration since the
enactment of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964 to contend that a law prohibiting all race- and genderbased discrimination is itself unconstitutional."
The appeals court has set a
hearing for Feb. 10. Supporters
of the measure hope to suspend
the judge's injunction and allow
the Initiative to take effect during legal challenges.

HEART
Continued from page three.
often have higher cholesterol and
if they smoke on top of being on
the pill they Increase their
chances of developing heart
disease, Lucius said.
Heart disease can affect
everyone if it does not already,
Lucius added.
Jeanne Wright, University
health educator, said currently
the University observes February as American Heart Health
month but does not observe
Women's Heart Health Day.

GREENBRIAR, INC. VILLAGE GREEN PISANELLO'S
Announces
203 N. Main, BG
352-5166
Open Weekdays at 4 p.m.; Open at Lunch Fri., Sal. & Sun.

APARTMENTS

Apartments for Fall '97
•
•
•
•
•

Columbia Court-22 left
Mercer Manor-6 left
Field Manor-10 left
Frazee Avenue-3 left
Ridge Manor-FULL

s

9{giv Leasing
2 bedroom furnished and unfurnished.
May and August 1997

BEAT THE SPRING RUSH!
224 E. Wooster

352-0717

1 bedroom summer only
limited available
2 Blocks from Campus
480 Lehman
354-3533

A
L
E

ENDS
2/28/97

'Don't forget to get your sweetie a valentine -just two more week§l

7 ITEM PIZZA SALE*
Sm
$4.25
Med....$5.50|
Lg
$6.75

bH 352-5166"
FREE DELIVERY!
Not valid with any other otter. Coupon not necessary.
Chicago Style Extra. Expires 2 28 97
IVotcd Wood Counly'i Ben!
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Ohioans refuse taxes America Online will
for rebuilding bridges give users refunds
The Associated Press

CLEVELAND -- Crumbling
bridges remain a problem across
Ohio, but the idea of increasing
license plate taxes to pay for
needed repairs doesn't always sit
well with voters.
State officials say many of the
counties with the highest percentage of deteriorating bridges
could raise the most money by
increasing license plate fees.
State records show that
counties could generate an additional $57.4 million a year by increasing the tax to $15, The Plain
Dealer reported Wednesday.
Only 18 of Ohio's 88 counties tax
motorists at the maximum rate,
the newspaper said. Fifteen
counties have a $10 tax, while 26
counties have imposed only a $5
tax.
An analysis of the state's
bridge inventory found that 32
percent of the bridges were rated
"poor" or worse by inspectors,
the newspaper said. A "poor" rating means a bridge is showing
signs of advanced deterioration
or crumbling concrete.
"It is ironic that many of the
counties have chosen not to pursue their local funding and yet

they are content to complain
about the level of funding they
receive from us," Pieter Wykoff,
a spokesman for the Ohio Department of Transportation, said.
Counties say they have a good
reason for not seeking such increases.
"The political climate has not
been favorable for that," Portage
County Engineer Michael Maro
zzisaid.
A $5 tax Portage officials added to the plates was removed by
voters shortly after it was enacted. Although 15.2 percent of the
bridges in Portage County are
rated "poor" or worse by Inspectors, Marozzi said It was unlikely that he would seek a tax
increase anytime soon.
Steve Stolte, engineer of Union
County, northwest of Columbus,
said he faces similar problems.
In April 1995, Union County
commissioners passed a $10 license tax, but voters defeated
the tax seven months later.
"Nobody wants taxes to go up,
but they want roads and bridges
to be safe," said Stolte.
Many county officials believe
state lawmakers should handle
the problem.
Mike Salay, deputy county en-

gineer for Medina County, said
the Legislature should have dealt
with the problem when lawmakers gave counties the authority to raise the license-plate
tax.
"The Legislature could have
said tags are $20 more," said Salay. "It's a lot of pressure on
those local officials as far as imposing even a $5 tax."
Instead of increasing taxes,
House Speaker Jo Ann Davidson
and Senate President Richard
Finan want the federal government to return more of the gas
tax Ohioans ship to Washington,
DC, every year. Ohio now gets
70 cents for every $1 it sends to
Washington through the federal
gas tax.

Marozzi would like to see a
penny Increase In the state gasoline tax, which would generate
$57 million - almost the maximum license tags could generate
if all counties were at the limit.
The National Taxpayers Union
of Ohio, a coalition of nearly
15,000 Individuals, businesses
and associations in favor of cutting taxes, opposes efforts to
raise gasoline taxes or licenseplate fees.

Mayor asks President
for help to keep Jeep
The Associated Press
TOLEDO - The mayor says the
local economy has improved in
recent years, but continued economic growth depends on
whether Chrysler Corp. builds a
new Jeep plant in the city.
Mayor Carty Flnkbelner said
he appealed to the White House
for help in keeping Jeep production in Toledo and got an encour-

aging response from President
Clinton.
Flnkbeiner said in his annual
State of the City speech Tuesday
night he told White House officials that the federal government
should help Toledo put together a
package of incentives to persuade Chrysler to locate a new
Jeep plant here.
The mayor said he received a
letter from President Clinton on

Monday that was receptive to his
request. He didn't elaborate.
Currently, all Jeep Cherokees
and Wranglers sold worldwide
are produced by 5,600 workers at
two aging plants in Toledo.
Chrysler is looking for a site for
a new $1 billion Jeep plant, and
the company has said it would
like to stay in the Toledo area.
• See TOLEDO, page six.

Anyone can
set a job,

The Associated Press
Threatened with lawsuits
across the country, America
Online agreed Wednesday to
give refunds to customers who
haven't been able to log on because of the overwhelming
demand created by AOL's flat
$19.95-a-month rate.
Customers will be offered
either cash or a month of free
service. AOL had no immediate
estimate of how much the
settlement will cost.
The settlement was reached
with 36 state attorneys general
but applies to all 8 million of
AOL's customers nationwide.
Several of the states had
threatened to sue America Online unless it promised refunds.
The nation's largest online
service also agreed to make it
easier for dissatisfied customers to cancel and said it
will suspend its advertising for
a month.
America Online, based in
Dulles, Va, previously said it
was selectively giving refunds.
But it had refused to give blanket reimbursements.
The states had complained
that AOL signed up hundreds
of thousands of new customers
without the means to accommodate the heavy usage. Some
computer users trying to get
online have gotten busy signals
for hours on end.
"Under the consumer fraud
laws of this state and many
other states, you cant offer
something to a subscriber and
then not be able to deliver," Illinois Attorney General James
Ryan said.
Ohio has joined the settlement, Attorney General Betty
Montgomery said Wednesday.
"Advances in technology
continue to revolutionize the
products and services avalla-

AmcUled Prt ■■ pk«o

Illinois Attorney General )im Ryan, at a news conference in Chicago,
speaks about the results of a 37-state agreement with America Online
to reimburse customers who where unable to get through busy telephone lines to use the service.
ble to consumers, but the same
old-fashioned legal protections
still apply," Ms. Montgomery
said. "America Online has a responsibility to live up to the
promises it makes In Its advertising. This tough agreement
will guarantee that they meet
the responsibility."
An America Online spokeswoman had no immediate
comment. AOL previously said
it plans to spend $350 million
by June on new equipment and
staff to handle the demand.
In addition to the busy signals, AOL users have also seen
a recent rash of technical glitches such as e-mail "brownouts" that occurred while
America Online was trying to
upgrade its network to accommodate the new users.
Refunds will be based on how
much a customer was able to
access AOL during December
and January.
Customers will get a full refund for each month in which

In addition, the company
agreed to make it easier for
unhappy online customers to
drop out, including adding
more phone operators, more
lines for faxed cancellations
and detailed online instructions.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
(Too many to list)

why not
*NJU

un the

they connected for less than
two hours. Customers who
used less than eight hours during the two months will get
back 50 percent.
People who connected for
more than eight hours but less
than 15 will receive 25 percent
refunds. Anyone who used
more than 15 hours will not be
eligible for a refund.
Instead of a refund, a customer can make a written
request for a free month of
service.
AOL will suspend advertising during February and add a
disclaimer to ads thereafter
warning that people may encounter delays logging on.

'4

Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes, and
Apartments

iiiM""tiimmiiiiiniii'

Stop in to 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of
complete details and speak with our friendly staff!
' 354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
(across from Taco Bell)

Happy 21st, Korey!
'Work it, work it!
Sell it, honey!"
•From thf yjinji

B

marine iunning a .J20 million business within just four
yeais of graduation! Stand out from the crowd and jump-

start your career with America's fastest growing retailer,

Kohl's Department Stores. If you're driven to succeed, Kohl's
Manager - in-Training Program may
be youx answer. See your Placement
Director on how you can get in on
a great program!

ihofs HADfelife it.

2x2
with picture
(provided by you!)

$20.00
1x3

$15.00

SPECIAL DISPLAY W BAR ,
i &
PERSONALS
Show your friends, roommates & classmates how
special they are. Wish them a Happy Birthday,
Happy Anniversary, or just to have a great day!
Come to 204 West Hall to place your adl
Or Call 372-6977 for more information.
IT'S BURSARABLE!
Deadline 2 days prior to publication by 4:00

TOB

Thanks for all
of youk help
with
The Thing.
/% You're the best!

i
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Oklahoma City
suspect cleared
No. 1, the man who identified
himself as "Robert Kling" when
DENVER - The man in the he rented the truck. Kessinger
widely distributed sketch of John was the only witness to describe
Doe No. 2 in the Oklahoma City "Kling" and John Doe No. 2.
bombing has been positively
identified as an Army private
In their brief, prosecutors said
who had no role in the attack, the Kessinger Is now prepared to tesJustice Department said tify that his description of John
Wednesday.
Doe No. 2 was wrong, that he
In a brief filed Wednesday in confused him with Bunting.
U.S. District Court In Denver,
In establishing Bunting's Idenprosecutors said Pvt. Todd Bun- tity, prosecutors said they relied
ting rented a truck at a Kansas on Kessinger's description of a
City, Kan., body shop the day tattoo visible below his sleeve,
after suspect Timothy McVeigh and a baseball cap featuring a
rented the truck believed to have zigzag pattern in the front.
been used in the bombing.
A mechanic at the body shop Is
Some witnesses have said they
"confident he had Todd Bunting saw the man described in the
in mind when he provided the de- sketch of John Doe No. 2 in Oklascription for the John Doe 2 homa City shortly before the
composite," according to the bombing, but investigators say
government's brief.
they're mistaken.
Prosecutors said Kessinger
Prosecutors say they still are
looking for another person who remains sure that McVeigh is
may have been with McVeigh "Kling" and that two other
workers who rented the truck to
when he rented the truck.
The mechanic, Tom Kessinger, "Kling" are sure another man
identified McVeigh as John Doe was with him.
The Associated Press

FAA publicizes
airline records

Around the Nation
NRC expands watch list of nuclear reactors
due to safety problems
WASHINGTON - The Nuclear Regulatory Commission
expanded Its special watch list to 14 reactors - the most in nearly
a decade - because of safety problems Wednesday. It sent a
scathing letter to the nation's largest nuclear operator, questioning its ability to run Its reactors safely.
The agency added six new reactors to the list that already had
eight reactors requiring special scrutiny by the NRC because of
safety shortcomings. Nearly half of the reactors belong to Commonwealth Edison Co., in Illinois, which was singled out for particularly harsh criticism.
The action comes amid growing problems at a handful of the
more than 100 nuclear power reactors in 31 states. Three reactors in Connecticut have been ordered shut down Indefinitely
and the NRC has issued a string of heavy fines over the last two
years totaling more than $2.3 million against three utilities alone.
Steven Ungelsbee, a spokesman for the Nuclear Power Institute, said that while some plants have problems, "the industry is
performing at record levels of safety and reliability." Incidents
where safety systems are activated have been cut from 2.4
events per plant in 1985 to 0.1 of an event per plant in 1995, he
said.

Statistics show decrease in number of licensed
gun dealers
WASHINGTON - Three years after toughening requirements
for getting a gun dealer's license, the government says the number of federally licensed dealers has plummeted nearly 57 percent - from 286,531 in 1993 to 124,286 early this month, the
lowest level in 22 years.

The Associated Press

Linda Hall Daschle, the FAA's
acting administrator, said the
WASHINGTON - Airline move demonstrates the Clinton
safety records. Including acci- administration's "uncompromisdents and major civil fines, will ing commitment to improving
be publicized, beginning with aviation safety."
some computer data being sent
"With the steps we are taking,
online next week, federal regula- safety information will become
tors agreed Wednesday.
more accessible to the public and
Among other things, travelers more understandable," she said.
will be able to tell whether their
airline has had near collisions or
Previously, most of the inforhad to pay a stiff fine for a major mation was available to the pubviolation of the safety laws, said lic only upon request through a
Sen. Ron Wyden, D-Ore.
formal filing under the Freedom
Disclosures that Federal Avia- of Information Act, said Wyden,
tion Administration inspectors a member of the Senate Comhad been investigating safety merce Committee's aviation subproblems at ValuJet before that committee who has been pressairline's crash last May in the ing for additional disclosures.
Everglades caused a clamor for
"For the first time, the flying
the FAA to report on the safety of public will be able to convenienvarious carriers. The crash killed tly determine if their airline has
110 people.
major safety problems," Wyden
The FAA will make the first said during a news conference at
batch of information available to the Capitol.
computer users on the Internet
Wyden pointed to the FAA constarting Feb. 1 and is considering sent order that grounded ValuJet
establishing a toll-free number last June, citing 34 distinct violafor telephone users.
tions of FAA regulations.

New museumto honor journalism
77ie Associated Press
WASHINGTON - Tourists who
visit the White House, the Capitol
and the Supreme Court will soon
be able to leam about what some
people call the fourth branch of
government - journalism - at a
high-tech and fun museum about
news.
The Ncwseum, which bills itself as the world's first museum
about the history and practice of
journalism, will give visitors a
chance to play reporter, editor or
television newscaster in an
Interactive newsroom and a TV
studio.
Daily displays of front pages
from 50 American newspapers,
audio and video feeds from radio
and TV newscasts worldwide will

"We hope that the
museum will help the
press and the public
better understand
each other."
Allen H. Neuharth
former chairman of Gannett
tell the story of how journalists
gather and report the news of the
day.
"This will be a wonderful place
to see how a big story happens,"
executive director Peter S. Pilchard said Wednesday as he led
reporters on a tour of the $50 million museum, which is still under

construction In Arlington, Va.
"We hope people leave with a
better understanding of journalIsm and a little more enthusiasm
for the First Amendment."
Artifacts such as a cuneiform
tablet from ancient Sumeria, a
15th century Gutenberg Bible
and a linotype machine will trace
the history of news gathering
from ancient times.
The shovel that war correspondent Ernie Pyle used to dig
foxholes will be on display.
So will the camera news photographer Tom Howard strapped
to his ankle to surreptitiously record the 1928 execution of Ruth
Snyder - the first woman to die
In an electric chair.
The picture of Snyder in the
electric chair, which will also be

displayed, ran under the headline
"Dead!" In the New York Daily
News.
When the big story breaks,
visitors will be able to read wireservice bulletins, listen to radio
reports and watch TV coveraoe.
The news editor at the Daily
Miracle assigns the reporter to
chase a tip that kids at a local
school were made sick by tainted
cheese served in the cafeteria
The computer screen lets visitors choose whom to interview,
what questions to ask and when

Ihe

to file the story. If you file too
soon, the editor will yell at you
for missing key facts or you
could be sued for libel.
On another computer terminal,
Washington Post investigative
ace Bob Woodward talks about
how he got started on a career
capped by his reporting on the
Watergate scandal.
Ever the snoop. Woodward recalls working as a janitor in his
father's law office in Wheaton,
111., when he was in high school.
"I'd look at the papers on my

father's desk." The papers contained many secrets concealed
by "false fronts" presented by
Wheaton residents.
Another computer terminal
lets visitors wrestle with the
ethical questions that face journalists: whether to print the
names of rape victims, whether
to publish the Unabomber's manifesto to help the FBI crack the
case, whether to pursue the tip
that Arthur Ashe was dying of
AIDS.

""ESSM** Software Blow-Out

Employment Wanted

tfftiftU&lU

Inventory reduction sale
Games! Business! More!
10% TO 50% OFF IN-STOCK TITLES!

Positions Available:
Equipment Room Supervisor, Floor Supervisor/Manager,
Lifeguard, Receptionist, and Weight Room Supervisor.
NOTE: If you are interested in Officiating please contact the
Intramural/Sport Club Office in the Perry Field House at 372-2464.

HOURS:

\ 'HP^'OB SOUTH MAIN

10-7 WEEKDAYS. 10-4 SATURDAY

ST. OOWNTDWH BG

\^WEB: WWW.ANSWERrACTDRY.CDM • E-MAIL: ANSEACIPWCNET.DRG • PHDNE: 354-2110
BLOW-OUT BLOW-OUT BLOW-OUT BLOW-OUT BLOW-OUT BLOW-OUT BLOW-OUT BLOW-OUT

4 SOUTH PADRE ISLAND
PANAMA CITY BEACH

The Department of Recreational Sports will be hiring for
the 1997 -1998 academic year. On Monday, February 3
& Tuesday, February 4 applications will be available
starting at 7:00 am in the Activity Center of the SRC.

IT MAKES GOOD CENTS
TO DONATE PLASMA
PLASMA IS NEEDED
IMMEDIATELY!

• Arrive early due to the limited number of applications •

JBMaCHnMUiKMQUU

►► 1-800-SUNCHASE}
rax ran ixrotUATiw » mmm .
«■■» IWMI.

For more information call Catherine "Cat" Cramp @ 372 - 7481.

Monthly Fee Scale
Receive an average of

$100.00 in CASH
per month!

255-6772
SERA-TEC BIOLOGICALS
350 W. WOODRUFF AVE.
TOLEDO, OHIO 43624

Donate twice a week and
receive $10.00 for your first
donation and $15.00 for your
second donation.

IP

Make Your Donation Today! 0
Ask about Our "Fund Raiser" Program
For Fraternities & Sororities!

Indoor Track Meet
The Falcons host OU, flkron
& Central Michigan
Saturday 11:00 at tha Field House
$4.00 Adults,
High School Student* $2.00
BO Students - FRCC with 10

Gymnastics Vs. Kent
Sunday at 2:00
Cppler North
FR€€ ADMISSION to olll

I

SAVES LIVES, EARN MONEY
PLEASE HELP!
Donating plasma is
completely sterile and safe

NEW DONORS RECEIVE A $10 BONUS ON THEIR FIRST DONATION
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Du Pont
recorded
on tape

O.J Simpson's civil trial
jury requests evidence
The Associated Press

The Associated Press
MEDIA, Pa. - John E. du
Pont called himself "his holiness" and said his estate
was the "forbidden city"
during his two-day standoff
with police, according to
phone recordings played In
court Wednesday.
Jurors also heard three
answering-raachine messages du Pont left with another wrestler the day Dave
Schultz was gunned down.
"Come to the house right
away," du Pont said in the
early hours of the standoff
at his mansion. "Don't let
anyone try to stop you."
As the trial entered its
third day, prosecutors
played the recordings as
part of their effort to show
that du Pont clearly knew
shooting Schultz was wrong
- and not insane, as the defense contends.
But the tapes presented
conflicting images of du
Pont as both rational and
deluded in the days following shooting.
Du Pont, 58, gunned down
Schultz last January at the
home the wrestler shared
with his wife and children
on du Font's estate. Schultz,
36, who won an Olympic
gold medal in 1984, was
training at du Font's elaborate Foxcatcher wrestling
center in hopes of winning
gold in Atlanta.

SANTA MONICA, Calif. - Jurors deliberating in O J. Simpson's
civil trial asked Wednesday for a
photo magnifying glass and a picture of a test tube like one used to
store Simpson's blood.
Superior Court Judge Hlroshl
Fujisaki gave jurors the magnifying glass but withheld the test
tube picture, saying the actual
vial was among some 700 pieces
of evidence already In the deliberation room.
The panel - closeted with a
table, a green chalkboard and
stacks of their accumulated
notebooks - deliberated for two
hours Tuesday and six hours before going home for the night
Wednesday. That's already more
than twice as long as the jury
that acquitted Simpson of murder 16 months ago.
Earlier, plaintiffs were granted immediate access to Simpson's financial records to pre-

pare for a possible punitive damage phase if he is found liable in
the June 12,1994, slashing deaths
of Nicole Brown Simpson and
Ronald Goldman.
Jurors' request for a magnifying loupe, used by photographers
to study contact sheets of pictures, indicated the panel could
be studying the trial's most controversial new evidence — 31
photographs of Simpson wearing
the same style Bruno Magli shoes
that left bloody prints at the
crime scene.
Contact sheets - photos or
small images of the film strips
themselves - were entered in
evidence by plaintiffs, who
called a former FBI analyst to
testify about them.
The expert, Gerald Richards,
used a magnifying loupe to show
jurors facets of the small contact
pictures that he said confirmed
their authenticity.
A defense photo technician,
Robert Groden, said the first

Ordering by Phone
St *i

photo offered by the plaintiffs
was a fake. He used contact
sheets to point up flaws in the
film that he said pointed to fraud.
The purple-topped vial waa a
recurring theme for the defense
in Simpson's criminal and civil
trials. Witnesses said such tubes
are used to preserve blood samples in police crime labs. The
tubes arc lined with a chemical
known as EDTA to prevent deterioration, they said.
The defense claimed traces of
EDTA found in blood at the crime
scene indicated it was planted
blood taken from Simpson's
sample vial. There were also disputes about how much of Simpson's blood was taken by a nurse
and whether some of It was missing.
The request came at the end of
the panel's first full morning of
deliberations.

AtMctatc4Pmi

Lea Brooks enjoys a cigar she purchased from a vending machine
at the Long Island Brewing Company restaurant in Jericho, N.Y
The machine, made by Cigar Vending Corporation, is the firsl
that dispenses cigars in the area. The phone Brooks is talking on
is a direct line to the vending machine company customers can
use to order boxes of the cigars they purchase from the machine.

Multiple births increasing
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - As more
American women delay childbearing and then use fertility
drugs, triplets and other multiple
births are becoming less of an
oddity - but more of a concern.
In 1994, triplet, quadruplet and
quintuplet births occurred four
times as often as they did in 1971,
according to a study released this
week by the National Center for

Health Statistics. There were
116.2 multiple births per 100,000
in 1994, compared with just 29.1
per 100,000 in 1971.
In 1994, 4,233 sets of triplets,
315 sets of quadruplets and 46
sets of quintuplets were born in
the United States.
White, married, collegeeducated women In their 30s are
driving the increase in multiple
births, according to the study.
Author Joyce Martin concludes

^1

that higher hormone levels in
older women are responsible for
about a third of the Increase. The
rest she attributes to the rising
popularity of fertility drug use
among higher-income women in
their 30s.
Although 90 percent of the
multiple births in 1994 were to
white mothers, they have also
become more common among
black women, especially since
the mid-1980s.

TOLEDO
Continued from page four.
Flnkbeiner promised to work
diligently to keep Jeep in Toledo.
"We feel like government Is
bringing in enough money as it
is," Scott Pullins, the group's executive director, said Wednes-

day. 'We don't understand why
the governor, to the state Legislature down to the local level I we have a team of men and
women working together daily.'
"Let nobody misunderstand
that this city is committed 1,000
percent to keeping Jeep."

Grad Student Hangout
Ultimate Jfappy

10HO

3<ours Benin at 5

Thursday Nite:

All imports $1.50 AH Nite

Try our Bigger, Better
Big Boy
o a Ly
(C
1006 N. Main Drive Thru Only
1540 E. Wooster Carry Out Only (Open 24 Hours)

Mondays-10% off any Meal w/College I.D.
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Sports
BG cagers ring up another conference win
Blake Parkins
Sports Editor
372-2602

Quickness
is key for BG

Falcon men start slow
in 72-59 win over Oil
By SCOTT BROWN
TheBC News
With a chance at win No. IS -- and with it, their best record in
17 years - the Falcon men sure
didn't look like world beaters for
the first IS minutes Wednesday
against Ohio.
But this was a familar script
for Bowling
Green: lackadaisical start,
solid finish.
The Falcons
controlled the
game's final 25
minutes with
solid defense to
produce a 72-59
victory over
Rcid
the Bobcats before a season-high 4,321 fans at
Anderson Arena. At 1S-S, Bowling Green has its best 20-game
record since the 1979-80 squad
started 17-3.
BG trailed 21-16 with 4:50 left
in the first half - the third time
in as many home games the Falcons have looked sluggish out of
the gate - but then turned up the
defense to close the first half on
a 14-2 run.

a

By TOO McCLOSKEY
The BG News

MEN'S
BASKETBALL

Falcon guard Tony Reid, whose
seven quick points early in the
second half opened up a 48-31
lead for Bowling Green.
"A lot of it is that our defense
really wears the other team
down," Reid added. Antonio Daniels had IS points to lead the Falcons, but his supporting cast was
superb: Anthony Stacey had 14,
Reid and DeMar Moore each had
11, and Jay Larranaga added ten.
Ohio was unable to find an
offensive stroke most of the
game. The Bobcats shot just 40
percent from the floor and committed 20 turnovers.
"You have to give Bowling
Green some credit for their defense," Ohio coach Larry Hunter
said. "We didn't handle the pressure very well all night long."
Geno Ford had 18 points and Ed
Sears chipped in 17 for Ohio, but
the rest of the Bobcats' other
seven players combined for just
24 points.
The turning point of the game
came In the final five minutes of
the first half as the Bobcat
offense - already cold for the
■ Falcon women fall at Ohio. Sto- first IS - went into hibernation.
Larranaga spotted up for a
ry, page nine.
3-pointer from the left corner at
the 1:42 mark to give the Falcons
Ohio (9-7,4-4) was never affor- the lead to stay. Four foul shots
ded the light of day in the second closed out the half with BG holdhalf, never getting closer than ing a 30-23 lead.
The Falcons then turned
five points. In all, BG scored 56
around and scored 18 of the first
of the game's final 94 points.
"Sometimes it's hard to start 26 points in the second half, and
off real high with our intensity, the rout was on.
"We went on one of those
but gradually we pick it up," said

BG Ncwi paato by Daua Khrcaoviky

Tony Reid and Anthony Stacey go for a loose ball in the Falcons' 72-59 win Wednesday night.
runs," BG coach Jim Larranaga
Ohio, meanwhile, had Ford
said. "Our defense was a little shooting just 7-for-18 and Diante
better in that stretch, but more Flenorl just l-for-8.
importantly we were able to con"We really shot ourselves out
vert because we had some great
of the ballgame," Hunter said.
open looks early but the ball "We took a lot of quick shots,
didn't go in.
some with one pass and some
"The second half, we had those with no passes."
Stacey finished with a teamsame kind of looks. If they get
started... it's kind of contagious." high eight rebounds for the Falcons. Daniels had three steals
BG, after shooting just 33 per- and six assists.
cent in the first half, was 12of-23
The Falcons, 7-2 through the
(52 percent) from the floor in the
second half. That includes a first half of the MAC schedule,
3-for-S performance from start the second loop Saturday
beyond the arc, as opposed to just when they host Western Michi4-for-14 In the first half.
gan.

PRESENTS

THE
UNCAPPED

FILM FESTIVAL

OHIO (9-7,4-4)
Flanorl 0-71 -2 1. Fahkir 0-1 0-0 0. Seara 7-11
3-8 17. Raed 2-3 47 8, Ford 7-18 2-2 18. Grunkemayar 0 0 0-0 0. Pswrson 2-4 0-0 S. Waahinglon 4-9 <M> 8. Simmona 1-4 0-2 2. Toula
2357 10-21 50.
BOWLING GREEN (15-5.7-2)
Larranaga 3-8 2*2 10. Stacay 4-8 6-7 14.
Cowan 2-4 0 0 4. Moore 4-10 0-0 11. Darnels
4-9 8-8 15. Mnkovic 0-1 0-0 0. Rouwhoral 0-0
0-0 0. Chambers 04 22 2. Esterkamp 1-4 2-2
4. Murray 0-1 0-0 0. Raid 4-8 2-311. Craapo 04
1-21. Tolala 22-53 21 26 72.
Haltttne - Bowling Graan 30. Ohio 23.
3-polnl goals - Ohio 3-11 (Ford 2-7. Pawraon
1-2. Washington 0-2) BG 7-19 (Moore 3-8. Larranaga 2-5. Daniels 1*2. Raid 1-3. Ealarkamp
0-1) Foulad Out -- Read. Rebounda - Ohio 40
(Sears. Fahkir 8). BG 34 (Stacay 8). Aaaiats ■■
r BG 13 (Daniels 8). Ohio 10 (Read. Simmona
3).Total toula - Ohio 24, BG 17. A -4321.

Quickness versus power - it's
an ever pressing agrument.
Last night the men's basketball
team flew past Ohio's ogres.
Bowling Green faced three Ohio
players that averaged around 25C
pounds each. Bowling Green on
the other hand, holds the pressing defense and speed that has
accounted for an opponent average of 20 turnovers in the past
three games.
"We had an advantage inside,
but they don't
let you walk it
up and throw it
in," leading
Ohio scorer
Geno Ford said.
Though Ohio
center Ed
Sears had 17
points, his
other two big
Stacey
men friends
accounted for only five. Combine
all three Ohio big men - who
played 77 minutes total - they
scored a total of 22 points.
"We quit going back Inside,"
Ohio coach Larry Hunter said.
Once Ohio quit Inside, BG took
over with accurate long range
bombs and rebounds Inside. DeMar Moore and Tony Reid took
advantage of their sluggishness
inside - a few three pointers In a
row late In the first half gave BG
the lead for good.
"There really weren't many
positives to be happy about. DeMar Moore hit the big three's in
the first half. Reed was also a
factor, his penetration hurt us,"
• See QUICK, page Nine.
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CCHA is one
of nation's
best leagues

Falcons to take
on nation's finest

By BLAKE PARKINS
The BG News

By BLAKE PARKINS
The BC News

With the University of Michigan defending their NCAA
championship perched atop
media and coaches polls alike,
there is little doubt that the Central Collegiate Hockey Association ranks as one of the top
leagues In college hockey.
In the league's relatively short
existence, six CCHA teams have
been crowned national champs
beginning with Bowling Green
back In 1984. Lake Superior has
reached the pinnacle an amazing
three times since 1988 and was
the runner-up in 1993. Michigan
State also achieved the feat in
1986. There are currently four
CCHA teams in the USA Today
Coaches Top 10
Poll, including: Michigan (1),
Michigan State (6), Lake Superior State (8), and Miami (10).
The CCHA has fared well
against rival leagues, with no
more than a two-game margin belonging to any league, while holding a substantial 8-1 advantage
over Canadian hockey teams.
Michigan had the best record
against the other leagues posting
a 6-0-1 mark. Entering the week
of January 20, the CCHA had
played a total of 60 games against
other league opponents. The
CCHA was slightly edged by the
ECAC and Hockey East, 8-9-1 and
5-7-0, respectively. The league
had a small advantage against
the WCHA going 7-6-1. Independent Division A school Mankato State, was evenly matched
with CCHA teams, going 3-3-1.
The close ledger Indicates that
there is no dominant league in
the nation, but CCHA commissioner Bill Beagan believes that
the CCHA can compete with any
league in the nation.
"Our top four teams are as
good as any other leagues'," Beagan said. "We will continue to
compete at the level of the top
teams of any other league.
Beagan also says that the
CCHA is a good incubator for
young talent striving to play at a
higher level.

BG Ncwi photo by Hide Id Kob.ya.hl

Senior defender Matt Eldred scored a goal against Lake Superior last Friday night. Eldred will need to be
a major contributor in the upcoming weekend against Miami and Michigan.
"I dont think there is a better
place to play," Beagan said. "It's
a myth that a player would hone
their talents in Division A hockey
the way that they can in this
league."
"The ratio of playing to practice time is better than anywhere
else."
Beagan cites visibility, exposure, and accessability as attributes of the league. The CCHA
currently has a contract with
Prime (College Hockey Game of
the Week) for IS regular season
and four playoff games televised
each year into over 50 million
households. The CCHA has indeed produced many top NHL
players Including Joe Murphy,
Rod Brind Amor, and Brian Hoi-

zlnger. During the 1995-96
season, 50 former CCHA players
played in the NHL.
Michigan State coach Ron
Mason, the all-time winningest
college hockey coach, says that
the CCHA's top talent can impact
professional hockey leagues.
"There's no question that if a
guy produces at this level and
puts up numbers in the league,
that he can play at the next
level."
Many believe that the absence
of the redline in offsides penalties contributes to a more open
style of play that characterizes
the CCHA
"We don't incorportate the redline in the offsides penalty which
allows for a much more open
game," Beagan said.
"This is a pro-type league, and
if you excell at this level you will
be considered for the NHL," said
Michigan coach Red Berenson.

"Kids that have been dominant in
this league have went on to play
in the NHL."
Bowling Green coach Buddy
Powers, who has coached in the
ECAC at Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute, says that the CCHA
resembles more the tightchecking style of the NHL than
other college hockey leagues.
"There are probably more
teams In the league that are close
checking than any other league."
Powers' talented but sporadic
Falcons are considered to be a
sleeper team at the middle of the
pack, while Miami is the surprising front-runner at the top of the
league.
The four home-ice CCHA bids
will be fiercely contested in the
next few games as the league's
top team, Michigan, is only separated by 5 points to Michigan
state in the 4th spot, with a lot of
hockey still left to be played.

What's the best way to measure
progress? Play the best teams
possible. That's just what BG is
going to do this weekend as they
take on the CCHA's third and
first ranked teams in Miami and
Michigan, respectively.
Friday, BG welcomes Miami,
trying to snap a four-game skid,
while BG is trying to extend the
winning streak to six (7:06 p.m.
WBGU 88.1 FM). In the previous
meeting, the nation's ninth
ranked Miami turned the Falcons
away empty-handed in a 4-0 decision.
BG travels to Michigan's Yost
Arena on Saturday (7:00 p.m.
WBGU 88.1 FM) to take on the
explosive Wolverines, garnering
the nation's longest unbeaten
streak at 20.
Last week's 8-5 victory over
CCHA's second place Lake Superior may be a good preparation
for the Falcons.
"I think that [Lake Superior]
was a really important game for
us," said BG assistant coach
Wayne Wilson. "It was a real
playoff-type of hockey game,
where both teams were into it
and we matched them physically,
and we pulled away with it in the
third period."

Extra Toppings - 99<
PICK UP ONLY
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Confidence is building
Bowling Green is a team that
has been plagued with injuries
throughout the season. This
week, however, the coaching
staff will have the difficult task
of deciding who won't dress,
since the team is healthy.
Senior defenseman Kelly Perrault, who sustained a hip-pointer
from a check In the back, is expected to play despite tender-

The battle with the Lakers
went blow-for-blow, with neither
team leaving the ice with an advantage at the intermissions. The
Falcons managed to stay in the
contest with uncanny timing on
the goals scored.
"The problem for our goals has
been our consistency...we're
averaging 4.S goals per game, but
it's either feast or famine," Wilson said. "But the timing of our
goals Is exactly what we needed.
We always got the key goals and
never let the game get away from
us."
BG counted each Laker goal
with a follow-up red-lighter, not
allowing the momentum to teeter
in either direction throughout
most of the game.
The tide did shift however,
with a huge Bob Petrie save resulting in Dan Price's second

Falcons approaching records
Falcon front men Curtis Fry
and Mike Johnson have been
among the team's most consistent scorers.
Fry has put up at least one
point in 11 of the past 12 contests
and now needs eight points to tie
Brian Holzinger for ISth on the
Falcon's all-time career scoring
category.
Johnson is on fire as of late
contributing 12 points over the
last IS games. Johnson needs
only one more short-handed goal
to tie Andy Gribble's school record.
Johnson is tied for 33rd with
Cribble in career scoring with
142 points and needs only two
more to move into 31st place.

is your

£' HOWIE™ ii Extra [L£)tfg(2
XPRESS ii
Pizza
1 Large Pizza II
With 1 Topping
w/1 Topping II

$4*50

goal of the contest. Petrie made a
pad-save that rebounded out to
Price who converted on the break
for his 14th goal of the year.

"I think when we play with a
full lineup, we play with a lot
more confidence," Wilson said.

Timing is everything

Free Delivery 354-3100
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Ugly game dooms BG Soft-spoken Clay sets two
Falcon women beaten by Ohio, 65-59
ByVINCEGUERRIERI
The BG News
ATHENS - The Falcon women's game against the Ohio University Bobcats was ugly, especially for BG as they watched a
six point lead at the half turn into
a six-point defecit at the buzzer
in a 65-59 loss to Ohio.
The team was troubled by
turnovers and poor shooting, especially in the second half. BG
shot a miserable 32 percent in the
second half and had 17 turnovers.
Overall, the Falcons shot 37 percent and turned the ball over 28
times.
"We just didn't play very well
together," said Falcons coach
Jaci Clark. "We put a lot of pressure on our defense by turning
the ball over as much as we did
and by shooting so poorly."
Ohio was not immune to poor
play, as they had 19 turnovers in
the game. The Bobcats, the best
shooting team in the conference
with a 49 percent average, shot
more than 10 percentage points
below that Wednesday night.
"It was a very ugly win," said
Bobcats point guard Renee
Roberts. "But right now in our
season, that's the most important
thing."
Robare was held to only six
points and two rebounds on the
night, but played well in the
clutch, with two key steals and
two key baskets late in the game,

"We just didn't play
very well together.
We put a lot of
pressure on our
defense by turning
the ball over as much
as we did and by
shooting so poorly."
Jaci Clark
Falcon coach
which Clark noticed.
"You put the ball in an experienced player's hands and 'they'll
make you pay for it," Clark said.
Bowling Green's experienced
players came through, but not
enough. Juniors Sara Puthoff and
Charlotta Jones scored 17 and 14
points respectively. Jones, the
conference leader in rebounds,
pulled down 11 boards.
However, four of the starting
five got at least four fouls, with
Puthoff fouling out with four
minutes to go. All told, the Falcons accounted for 26 fouls,
which the Bobcats capitalized on,
making 19 points from the free
throw line.
BG was automatic at the charity stripe, making 17 of 18, but
was nonexistent from three-point
land. The Falcons only attempted
two treys, missing both. Clark

does not believe this factored
heavily, if at all, into her team's
loss.
"If we shoot 32 percent from
Inside the three-point line, how
can we expect the three's to go
for us?" Clark asked.
The Bobcats shot for almost 49
percent in the second half, and
Ohio coach Marsha Reall said
their victory had little to do with
luck.
"I thought we worked hard for
everything," Reall said. "When
you work hard, good things happen."
BG will go on to play 2-15
Western Michigan on the road
this Saturday, wrapping up a series in which the Falcons played
five of six games away from Anderson Arena. The Falcons will
return home on Wednesday to
play 12-5 Ball State.
BOWLING GREEN (7-10,44)
Jonn S-1S 4-S 11. KaN* 3-9 <M> 8, T««y 2-6
2 2 6. BWclw 0-0 0-0 0. PuttwN 6-12 S-5 17,
Gatkxd 04 0-0 0. Day 0-2 0-0 0. B.llilar 1 -3 2-2
«, Millar 0-0 0-0 0. Wappas 1-20-0 2, Raiarman
34 2-2 », Defouo (HI 2-2 2 Total! 21-57
17-1859.
OHO (M. 8-3)
Blackinna 1-4 0-02. Grbac 3-51-3 7. Ballard
3-S 1-2 7. Robara 3-13 0-1 8, Brm 4-7 5-9 13,
Tatman 0-0 2-2 2, MvoMc 1-4 0-0 2, Daaring
1-31-23, Siding! 2-8 6-7 10. Barnes 0-0 0 0 0.
Turner 5-7 3-5 13. Torals 23-80 19-31 65
Haltume - Bowling Green 32. Ohio 26
3-pomi goal! - BG 0-2 (Raiarman 0-1. B liner
0-1). Ohio 04 (StoUmgs 0-4. RoOare 0-2. Brill
0-1, Deenng 0-1). Fouled Out -- Oeering. Puthoff. Rebound! - BG 44 (Jones 11). Ohio 38
(Turner 8). Aaalni - BQ 13 (Baknar 4). Ohio 11
{Robare 3) Total touli -- BG 28. Ohio 18. A -0 323.

Cowboys owner in tax trouble
IRS spokesman Phil Beasley in Texas Stadium Corp. to Pro
said Wednesday he was prohibit- Seat Limited Partnership and
PORT WORTH, Texas - Uncle ed from commenting on any in- dividends from Texas Stadium
Corp. and its subsidiaries.
Sam wants Dallas Cowboys dividual's tax situation.
An additional $1 million in
owner Jerry Jones ~ to pay up.
An IRS lawyer told the news- other income, depreciation or
The Internal Revenue Service
claims Jones and his wife. Gene, paper about 95 percent of tax dividends Is in dispute.
Jones spent nearly $800,000 on
owe $8.3 million In back taxes disputes are settled before they
and penalties from 1992. The reach a tax court judge for a rul- an unsuccessful effort to get the
couple is contesting the matter in ing.
city of Irving to pull out of the
The IRS told the Joneses in Oc- Dallas Area Rapid Transit
U.S. Tax Court, the Fort Worth
Star-Telegram reported tober they were liable for $12.8 System, The Dallas Morning
million in total taxes In 1992, but News reported Wednesday.
Wednesday.
In a statement Issued on behalf said they paid less than $5.9 milJones spearheaded the camof the Jones family, a team lion.
spokesman said the dispute will
paign for residents to withdraw
The government agency said from DART, arguing that the city
have no impact on the Cowboys
the Joneses understated their could get its own transit system
or Texas Stadium.
"This is a civil tax dispute with 1992 income by $23.4 million for a lot less money. He had prothe IRS over the amount of per- when they listed their earnings at posed an alternate transit system
sonal Income taxes due that year. $19 million.
and offered to pay more than $4
The disputed income involved million of its cost for about two
They are confident that they will
the sale of 49 percent of the stock years.
prevail," the statement said.
The Associated Press
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all-time BG track records
By TOD McCLOSKEY
The BG News
If Rah'seen Clay were asked
if he could outrun the wind, he
would probably say no. Yet last
Saturday, he may not have beat
the wind, but no one else on the
track came close.
Clay broke Bowling Green's
indoor 200 meter and 400
meter records. Being one of
BG's top athletes. Clay is very
modest about what he does on
the track. With so many athletes today, egotism runs rampant. Yet this talented and
humble-minded speedster is
able to excel without strutting
around.
"I Just go out and run. In
track and field it's kind of hard
to win, so when I win I'm
happy. On any given day
someone can beat you. You can
have a good day or a bad day,"
the quiet Rah'seen says.
As a sophomore physical education major, Rah'seen makes
winning look easy. In only his
second year here, Clay is five
one-hundredths of a second
away from holding the outdoor
200 meter record. During the
first meet of the season Clay
ran a 6.1 in the 55 meter, which
is one-hundredth of a second
off of Ed Watkins record set in
1972. For the outdoor 400

Pistons beat
Trailbazers
The Associated Press
AUBURN HILLS, Mich. - Two
years ago, if the Detroit Pistons
had fallen behind by 18 points in
the first quarter, they probably
would have lost by 35.
But the Pistons are a much better team now, and they proved it
Wednesday night by overcoming
that big deficit to beat the Portland Trail Blazers 98-89.
"They hit everything that they
threw up there, and really got us
in trouble," said Detroit coach
Doug Collins. "But our guys
didn't panic. They kept their
composure, and got themselves
back into the game. That's the
kind of commitment to winning
• See PISTONS, page eleven.
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QUICK
Continued from page Seven.
coach Hunter said.
Keeping the big men out of the
game along with BG's pattened
pressure defense increased the
speed to benefit Bowling Green.
A part of that was Anthony
Stacey, who disrupted Ohio in the
second half.
"We really picked it up late in
the first half," Stacey said,
"They're such a physical team
it's kind of hard to get the boards,
but we did a good job of that tonight."
Coming into this game, Ohio

won seven of its last 10 games. A
big part of that was domination in
the paint by big boys Sears, Curtis Simmons, and Basra Fakhir.
Yet once BG forced the pressure
onto the guards, Ohio just
couldn't keep up.
With Ohio shooting 3-of-ll
from downtown, rebounding became their only hope. Jay Larranaga, Stacey, and Reid took
care of that for Bowling Green
ending any hopes of a comeback.
"We kept hustling, everytime
we front the post we would dig
out the ball and make them take a
bad shot," Reid said.
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CHARLESTON APARTMENTS
AND
MED AM MANOR
• NOW RENTING •
Choose from choice apartments within walking distance
to campus Summer 1997 and school year 1997-1998.
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Disco Dane* Contest
Winner receives 2 roundtrlp
tickets to FLORIDA.
Winner will be selected March 5th.
DWnen 6-9 pm
State of Green
Soul Plumb«f»
(contemporary blues)
25« drinks for lodies only from 6-10pm.
Soul Plumbers
Dimers 6-9 pm
25< drinks for ladles only from 6-10pm.
Latino Night

meter sprint, he is under a second away from the fastest time
ever at BG. On top of that, last
year as a freshman in the outdoor MAC championship he
finished fifth in the 100 and
third in the 200.
Clay already holds BG's best
indoor times in the 200 and 400
meters.
Not surprisingly, the MAC
responded to Clay's stellar
week Wednesday by naming
him their Male Track Athlete
of the Week.
"He's not running at his best
because he's not in top shape
yet," coach Sid Sink says.
It's going to be scary what
he's going to do once he is in
top form. Clay adds to what is

already a very good Bowling
Green sprint team. His future
here is very bright, but Rah'seen has his own goals.
"I want to make at least provisional times in the NCAA
meet," Rah'seen says.
For Clay to expect NCAA
qualifications for himself - in
only his sophomore year - adds
to the pressure of competing.
As the star for the team, what
he does even surprises the
coaches. During the mile relay
in the outdoor MAC meet last
year, Clay led the four-man relay to a second place finish.
The year before he arrived
Bowling Green's relay finished
sixth. Saturday, at the Field
House, Clay anchored the mile
relay and almost came from
behind to win it
"I expect Rah'seen to do
well, sometimes I think he's inhuman," Sink declared.
But what motivates a quiet
man, who was a high school division I 400 meter champion?
Simply put, hearing the roar of
friends and family cheering.
"I love the crowd and teammates screaming," Clay says
quietly, but with a smile on his
face.
Hopefully this year Rah'seen's friends and family will
be cheering all the way to the
NCAA's.

2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat and
water included, air conditioning

<^
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Sunday February 2
11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Sylvania, Ohio
$20- Dursarable
Includes transportation and 3
lasar tag games.
Sign-up January 21-30
In the UAO office, 330 Union
For more info coll 2-7164
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Lofton to become free agent after '97 Parcells linked
to Patriots for
one more year
The Associated Press

CLEVELAND - If Cleveland
Indians general manager John
Hart had traded Albert Belle and
Kenny Lofton after the 1995
season, fans would have pinned
his picture on a wanted poster
next to Art Modell.
It doesn't look like such a crazy
idea now.
Belle played out his contract
last year, then became a free
agent and signed a $55 million,
five-year contract with the Chicago White Sox. Now, Lofton's
agent has told the team that the
speedy center fielder will test
the free-agent market after this
season.
"We made overtures that we
wanted to open negotiations, but
Kenny made it clear that he
didn't want to talk at this time,"
Hart told The Plain Dealer. "He
said he still wanted to talk to us,
but he also said he was going to
test the free-agent waters at the
end of the 1997 season."
Lofton has won four straight
Gold Gloves and five consecutive
AL stolen base titles and is considered the best leadof f hitter in
the game. Last year, Lofton batted 317 with 14 homers. 67 RBIs,
132 runs and 75 stolen bases.
It was not clear if Hart made a
contract offer during preliminary discussions with Lofton's
agent, Steve Zucker. Neither
Hart nor Zucker returned telephone messages Wednesday.
Belle rejected an offer from

the Indians last spring, then filed
for free agency. Trading Belle
would have been as unpopular as
Modcll's moving the NFL's
Browns from Cleveland to Baltimore. But at least the Indians
would have gotten something for
him.
Facing the same risk with Lofton, Hart said a trade was not
likely, but wouldn't be ruled out.
"Obviously, this changes our
view of what we would entertain
for Lofton," Hart said. "At this
stage, for a player we would have
been very reluctant to talk about,
you've got to examine what's best
for the franchise over the long
haul."
That's what Hart did in 1991.
Three months after he was hired
as general manager. Hart traded
Willie Blair and Ed Taubensee to
the Houston Astros for Lofton, an
unproven talent. He locked up
the speedster with a five-year
contract with a club option that
will pay Lofton $4.75 million this
season.
Getting long-term commitments from Lofton, Belle, Carlos
Baerga, Omar Vizquel and
Manny Ramirez kept the Indians
intact for their first World Series
trip in 41 years in 1995.
Belle is gone, and Baerga was
traded last season. Despite Lofton's talents, he would be a tough
sell in trade talks with free
agency looming.
Vizquel, the Gold Glove shortstop, is signed through 2001. Ramirez, a gifted power hitter, is
signed through 1999.

The Associated Press

Associated

HOUSTON - Harris County
commissioners have agreed to
pay $19.5 million to Astros owner
Drayton McLane for control of
the county-owned Astrodome.
Tuesday's vote was the final
part of a four-way agreement
that could lead to a new baseball
stadium, planned for a site on the
east side of downtown.
Commissioners voted the price

tag was a "fair and adequate"
offer to wrest control of the stadium away from McLane, who
operates the facility through his
Astrodome USA company.
A referendum approved by
voters last year promised that
general property taxes won't be
used to subsidize a new ballpark.
Officials had tentatively agreed
to pay $180 million toward the estimated $265 million cost. The
Astros, downtown businesses and

phot*

Alvarez signs deal
The Associated Press
CHICAGO - Left-hander Wil-

Astros look for new stadium
The Associated Press

PITH

Kenny Lofton,with five consecutive American League stolen base titles
under his belt, will become a free agent after the 1997 season.

permanent seat licenses would
cover the rest.
Now the county must attempt
to get legislation enacted to help
fund the project. Harris County
promised that financing would
come taxes from tourists and
stadium users.
Parties to the agreement are
the county, the city of Houston,
the Astrodome USA and the
Houston Sports Facilities Partnership, a group of investors
backing the proposed stadium.

son Alvarez and the Chicago
White Sox agreed to a one-year
contract worth $4,662,500, a raise
of more than $1.8 million.
The figure was the midpoint
between the pitcher's request for
$4,775,000 and the team's offer of
$4.55 million. The deal was announced late Tuesday night,
avoiding a salary arbitration
hearing that had been scheduled
for Feb. 20 in Tampa, Fla.
Alvarez, 28, went 15-10 with a
422 ERA In 35 starts for the
White Sox last season. He struggled after the All-Star break, going 5-6.
He made $2,825,000 in 1996.

Time Is Running Out!
SENIOR
PORTRAITS
END FRIDAY!
Call the
Key Yearbook
office at

372-8086
to schedule
a sitting
ABSOLUTE LAST
CHANCE!
9

contract between the New
England Patriots and Bill ParFOXBORO, Mass. - BiU cells, as amended on Jan. 12,
Parcells cannot coach or work 1996," the Patriots said in a
for any other NFL team next statement. "Bill Parcells has
season without permission been an important part of the
from the New England success of this organization. It
Patriots, commissioner Paul is now time for the Patriots to
Tagliabue ruled Wednesday.
move ahead and build on the
Parcells may continue as success of the 1996-97
coach of the Patriots in 1997, season."
may coach another NFL club
Kraft left Foxboro Stadium
with the Patriots' permission, without commenting about a
or may pursue "other business half hour before the NFL anopportunities, such as broad- nounced the ruling. Shortly
casting or other non-coaching after 3 p.m., Parcells evaded
positions," according to the waiting cameramen by drivNFL's statement on Taglia- ing his dark green Cadillac
bue's ruling.
outside a back exit.
The Jets refused comment
Parcells cannot take any
other position with another "until the entire process is
team, including general man- completed," said team president Steve Gut man.
ager.
Tagliabue had been asked to
"It does not mean he can go
in some other capacity to an- mediate the contract dispute
other team," NFL spokesman between Parcells and Kraft.
Greg Aiello said. "He cant be The decision came just three
a GM for another team in days after the coach led the
1997. The contract gives the Patriots to the Super Bowl, losPatriots exclusive option on ing 35-21 to the Green Bay
(Parcells') NFL services in Packers.
Parcells claimed his original
1997."
Patriots owner Robert five-year contract - negoKraft, who has had differ- tiated with former owner
ences this year with Parcells, James Orthwein - allowed
still could let him coach an- him to get out of the last
other team if that team offers season by paying the owner
sufficient compensation -- $1.2 million, one year's salary.
At Parcells request, Kraft
money, a player, a draft
agreed last January to elimchoice or any combination.
The New York Jets report- inate the last season, 1997.
edly were interested in hiring That revision also gave the
Parcells. Their coaching Job Patriots the exclusive right to
has been available since Dec employ Parcells if he decided
20 when Rich Kotite an- to continue coaching next
nounced he wouldn't return season, Tagliabue ruled.
Parcells' interpretation
after posting the NFL's worst
would make the key part of
record, 1-15.
"We are pleased that the the revision "meaningless and
National Football League has of no effect" and would be
affirmed the validity of the "contrary to common sense."
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NBA Standings

NHL Standings

National BasUrtball AautWkm
By Ih» AaaociasNl Press

National Hockey league
■yTlM Associates rresi
Al Times EST

AI Times EST
EASTBtN COMMNCI
Adantic Dtvtsson
W L
Pet
GB
New York
24 9
.727 Miami
24 9
.727 Washington
17 IS
531
65
OrUndo
12 17
.414 10
NawJersey
9
21
J00
13.5
Boston
8
23
.238 IS
Philadelphia,
8
2S
.242
16
Central DivWon
Chicago
29 4
.879 Detroit
24 8
.750 4.5
Cleveland
21 12
.636 8
Atlanta
19 11
.633 8.5
Charlotte
18 14
563
105
Milwaukee
17 16
515 12
Indiana
IS 16
.484 13
Toronto
10 22
.113
18.S
MRM 00MHMQI
McSaM Division
W I,
M
(111
Houston
26 8
.766 Utah
23 10
.697
1.5
Minnesota
14 19
.424
US
Dallaa
11 20
355
135
San Antonio
9
23
.281
1C
Denver
9
24
.273 16.5
Vancouver
6
27
.182
195
Pacific Division
I.A Ukeri
2S 10
.714 Seattle
25 11
.694
Portland
19 IS
.559 SS
I.A Clipper*
14 19
.424 10
Sacramento
14 21
.400 11
Golden State
12 19
.187 11
Phoenix
10 24
.294
145
Tuesday's Games
I.A dipper* 87, Toronto 80
New York 102. Dalian 72
New Jersey 90, San Antonio 74
Orlando 109. Philadelphia 88
Atlanta 105, Phoenix 103, OT
Milwaukee 86, Detroit 76
Indiana 95, Cleveland 90
Houston 104, Minnesota 95
Seattle 94. Miami 85
Denver 109, Sacramento 96
Wednesday's Games
tale Gam Nol Includes
Boston 107, San Antonio 83
Dallas 111, Philadelphia 93
Washington 115, Phoenix 113, CT
Houston 81, Cleveland 78
Seattle 109, Denver 99
Milwaukee 119, Utah 112
Miami at Portland (n)
Charlotte at L A Inkers (n)
Vancouver at Golden State (n)
Thursday'i Games
Utah at Toronto, 7 p.m.
Minnesota at New Jersey, 7:30 p. m.
Atlanta at Orlando, 7:30 p.m.
Golden State at Vancouver, 10 p.m.
Friday-! Games
New York at Boston, 7 p.m.
Houston at Philadelphia, 730 p.m.
I. A. Clippers at Washington. 7:30 p.m.
San Antonio at Detroit, 8 p.m.
Chicago at Milwaukee, 8:30 p.m.
Indiana at Denver, 9 p.m.
Charlotte at Phoenix, 9 p.m.
Miami at I.A lakers, 10:30 p.m.

EASTBtN CONK*!*!
AaUntic Otviaion
W 1. T Pis CK GA
Philadelphia
26 13 4 56 141 106
Florida
21 11 9 51 120 95
NY. Rangers
22 18 6 SO 156 128
NewJereey
21 IS 4 46 106 102
Washington
18 20 4 40 111 110
Tampa Bay
16 20 5 37 120 131
NY. Islanders
12 20 8 32 102 118
Nurtheaal Division
W I. T Pis (IK IIA
Pittsburgh
22 IS 4 48 1S3 130
Buffalo
21 16 S 47 12S 113
Hartford
17 17 7 41 124 134
Montreal
16 19 S 40 140 149
Boston
16 19 6 38 121 147
Ottawa
12 21 7 31 107 121
WIST BIN COfaftHENCt
Central Division
W L T Pis GF GA
Dallas
24 IS 3 SI 124 103
Detroit
21 14 7 49 1.13 95
St. Louis
19 21 4 42 126 144
Phoenix
18 20 4 40 114 13S
Chicago
16 21 7 39 115 121
Toronto
17 2S 0 34 128 ISO
Pacific Division
W L T Pts GF GA
Colorado
2S 10 8 58 147 99
Edmonton
19 20 4 42 142 133
Vancouver
19 20 1 39 126 136
Calgary
16 22 5 37 109 126
Anaheim
15 21 S 3S 116 128
Los Angeles
IS 23 4 34 116 143
SanJoee
14 22 5 33 105 130
Wednesdays Games
Tampa Bay 4, NY. Rangers 3
Colorado 1. New Jersey 1. tie
Chicago 4, Edmonton 1
Dallas 6, Detroit 3
Anaheim 3. Florida 2
lhursda/t Games
Boston 5, Montreal 4
Colorado 2, Ottawa 0
Tampa Bay 3. Philadelphia 1
Washington 2, N.Y. Rangers 0
Detroit 5, Phoenix 4, CT
Calgary 3, Hartford 2
St. Louis 4, San Jose 3
Los Angeles 6, Buffalo 3
Friday's Games
N.Y. Islanders at Pittsburgh, 7:30 p.m.
Chicago at New Jersey, 7:30 p-m.
Phoenix at Dallas, 8:30 p. m.
Hartford at Vancouver, 10pm.
Buffalo at Anaheim, 1030p.m.
Saturday's Games
Pittsburgh at Ottawa, 7:30 p. m.
Boston at Montreal, 7:30 p. m
Washington at Philadelphia, 7:30 p.m.
N.Y. I slanders at Tampa Bay, 7 JO p.m
Colorado at Toronto, 7:30 p.m.
Chicago at Detroit, 7:30 p.m
San Jose at Edmonton, 8 p.m.
Florida at Calgary, 10.30 p.m.
St. Louis at Los Angeles, 10-30 p.m.
Sanaa/i Games
Anaheim at Vancouver, 5 p.m
New Jersey at N.Y. Rangers, 8 p.m
Hartford at Edmonton. 8 p. m
Buffalo at Phoenix, 9 p.m

PISTONS
Continued from page ten.
this team has made."
Grant Hill had 27 points and
eight rebounds for the Pistons,
whose 32-11 record is second
beat In the Eastern Conference.
"I was scared when we were
down by 18 points that fast, but
we just get plugging away, and
had the lead by halftime," Hill
said. "I'm Just glad that we don't

have to play them again this
year."
Detroit outrebounded Portland
39-34, Including 12 boards from
Otis Thorpe. It was just the ninth
time in 45 games that the Blazers
have been beaten on the boards.
"It really helped that (Arvydas) Sabonis and Rasheed Wallace are both out, and Cliff Robinson was In foul trouble," Collins said.
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Dial scores 23 as EMU
survives .Akron scare
The Associated Press
AKRON, Ohio - Derrick Dial
scored 23 points, Including two
free throws for the lead with 29
seconds to play, as Eastern Michigan beat Akron 79-76 Wednesday night in Mid-American Conference action.
With Eastern Michigan leading
75-74, George Phillips hit a layup
with 50 seconds to play to give
Akron the lead for the final time
at 76-75.
Dial was fouled with 29 seconds left and made both free
throws to put Eastern Michigan
(15-3 overall, 6-1 MAC) ahead for
good at 77-76.
Jimmal Ball missed a shot for
Akron with seven seconds left,
James Head got the rebound for
Eastern Michigan and was immediately fouled by Phillips.
Head made both free throws to
expand Eastern Michigan's lead
to 79-76. Phillips missed a gametying 3-point shot as the buzzer
sounded.
Akron (6-11 overall, 4-5 MAC)
trailed 66-57 with 7:01 left but
went on a 12-3 run to tie the game
69-69 with 4:17 to play. The Zips
had 1-point leads twice, the last
time on Phillips' layup with less
than a minute to play.
Akron was led by Phillips' 24
points. Ball had 15.

Western Michigan 62,
Toledo 53
KALAMAZOO, Mich - Saddi
Washington scored 23 points and
Western Michigan finished the
game with a 10-2 run to beat
Toledo 62-53 Wednesday.

Toledo (9-8, 2-7 Mid-American
Conference) used a 10-4 spurt to
close to 52-51 with 5:28 remaining, but made just one more basket the rest of the way as the
Rockets tost for the seventh time
in eight games.
Washington ignited Western's
10-2 run by making an 8-foot
Jumper. The Broncos (8-9, 4-5)
made all six of their free throws
in the final 78 seconds, making
all but one of their 20 free throws
during the game.
Joel Bums, who left with an injured ankle in the last minute,
added 13 points for Western.
Clayton Burch led the Rockets
with 16 points and Casey Shaw,
who was held to just seven shots,
added 11. The Rockets had 20
turnovers.
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Eastern Michigan
Bowling Green
Miami
Ohio
Akron
Western Michigan
Kent
Ball State
Toledo
Central Michigan
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7
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.833
.750
.687
.563
3S3
.470
.353
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Saturday's Came*

Kent 67, Akron 54
Ohio 83, Central Michigan 68
Miami, Ohio 62, Western Michigan 49
Eastern Michigan 85, Ball State 75
Bowling Green 86, Toledo 76
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Ball State 74, Miami, Ohio 64
WecWstsck/s Games

Bowling Green 72, Ohio 59
Kent 85, Central Michigan 83
Eastern Michigan 79, Akron 76
Western Michigan 62, Toledo 53
Saturday's Games
Kent at Miami, Ohio
Akron at Toledo
Western Michigan at Bowling Green
Eastern Michigan at Central Michigan

Kent 85,
Central Michigan 83

■ i

i

1

MOUNT PLEASANT, Mich Brook Bright scored 16 points to
lead five Kent players in double
figures and Kent made 5 of 8 free
throws in the final 2:13 to hang on
to beat Central Michigan 85-83
Wednesday.
Central (5-12. 2-7 MidAmerican Conference), which
led 40-39 at halftime, opened a
52-47 lead early in the second
half, but Kent (6-11, 4-5) used a
9-0 run to take the lead. Neither
team led by more than four
points the rest of the way.
Nate Huffman scored on a
layup for Central with 13 seconds
left to cut the lead to 84-83. But
Ed Norvell made a free throw for
Kent with 11 seconds left to finish the scoring.

CCHA Standings
Michigan (23-1-3)
Michigan State (16-7-3)
Lake Superior (16-9-4)
Miami (19-9)
Bowling Green (13-11-2)
Ferris State (11-17-2)
Western Michigan (9-12-4)
Notre Dame (8-17-1)
Ohio State (7-20)
Alaska-Fairbanks (7-19)

MAC Men's Standings

W
14
12
12
13
8
7
5
5
5
5

MAC Women's Standings
Toledo
Kent
Miami
Ball State
Ohio
Bowling Green
Eastern Michigan
Western Michigan
Akron
Central Michigan

T
2
3
3
0
2
1
4
1
0
0

Saturday-. Game.

Lake Superior 1, W. Michigan 1 (OT)
Michigan 3, Miami 0
Ohio State 3, Michigan State 2
Ferris State 6, Cornell 4
St. Cloud 2, Notre Dame 1
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70
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Tuesday's Games

Michigan State 3, Notre Dame 0
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.889
.647
.722
.500
329
.412
375
.118
33S
.235

Wednesday's Results

Toledo 81, Ohio 73
Kent 71, Ball State 54
Miami 63, Bowling Green 59
Akron 86, Central Michigan 66
Eastern Michigan 72, W. Michigan 56
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Saturday's Games

Ball State 76, Eastern Michigan 54
Toledo 83, Bowling Green 72
Ohio 77, Central Michigan 73
Miami 69, Western Michigan 66
Kent 104, Akron 58

GA
44
49
49
55
77
89
64
65
96
106

k

Eastern Michigan 78, Akron 63
Miami 67, Ball State 61
Ohio 65, Bowling Green 59
Kent 81, Central Michigan 63
Toledo 88, Western Michigan 47
Saturday's Games
Ohio at Ball State
Bowling Green at Western Michigan
Central Michigan at Eastern Michigan
Miami at Kent
Toledo at Akron
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FLORIDA

PREFERRED
NOW LEASING
# FOR FALL '97
Call Today!

$129 PER PERSON PER WEEK

352-9378

2 OUTDOOR POOLS ' 1 INDOOR HEATED POOI
HU6E BEACHSIDE HOT TUB RESTAURANT •
SUI1ES UP TO 10 PEOPLE KITCHENS WITH AAICROWAVLS
TIKI BAR • BEACH PARTIES • ENTERTAINMENT
VOLLEYBAll • SAILBOA1S
It 1SKIS • PARASAILS
DISCOUNTS TO AREA CLUBS. RESIAURANfSt. AIT RACIION'.

Fox Run • Haven House Manor
Piedmont • Birchwood Place • Mini Mall
Small Buildings Frontier Housing • Houses
All residents receive a membership to

SANDPIPER BEACON BEACH RESORT

Cherrywood Health Spa

1-80O488-8828

WWW. SANDPIPERBEACON.COM
HOME OF THE WORLD'S LONGEST KEG PARTY
650 FEET OF GULF BEACH FRONTAGE
17403 FRONT BEACH RD. PANAMA CITY BEACH, FL 12413
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Delta Zeta Officers 1997
Jennifer Kayackas
President:
Dayna Hloska
Vice-President Membership:
Vice-President New Member Ed:
Ellen Tirpak
Vice President Programming:
Beth Manera
Secrelary:
Sara Prendeville
Melissa Fulton
Treasurer:
Theresa Orenlck
Academics:
1

College Chapter Advisor:
Faculty Advisor:

Dawn Hennessy
Sally Reymont

RESTAURANT

Plump butterflied
shrimp, fries, &
slaw for $6.49
Triple crown cherry
topping with a
blend of three
kinds of cherries,
over french toast $3.59
Cherry cobbler
with streusel
topping $1.99
A la mode $2.89

(Indoor heated swimming pool, sauna, Hydra-Spa Whirlpool, eompltit
txtrcitl equipment, complete locktr room and ihowtr facilities)

PROPERTIES

1726 E. Wooiter
(Located Behind BP)
352-2193
Carry Out Available

<^^^^^^V^^^^^^^»^AAr^>*ArN^

rake a Free
}est Driv|
<3I2* tflfi <S* ^5ft
If you took the test today, how would you score?

Come find out.

Senior Panhellenic Delegate:
Lindsey Caslertne
Junior Panhellenic Delegate:
Jennifer Chrlstophel
Asst. New Member Education:
Lindsey Casterlne
Philanthropy/Intramural:
Kristen Nussbaumer
Asst. Social/Risk Management:
Emllly Osterling
Historian/Chaplain:
Christine Trobenter
. Judicial Board:
Diana Villanueva
■ Asst. Rush:
Nicole Goleblewski
Ways and Means:
Crystal Zeop
Parliamentarian:
Marilyn Kain,
Public Relations:
Lisa Lenzo
House Manager:
Lisa Lenzo
0QR:
Jennifer Chrlstophel
Alumnae:
Tina Oreen
Social:
Kelly Roser |M|

Call today to reserve your seat!
Bowling Green University

Saturday, February 8

KAPLAN

,

•>*

♦

They're tfitic^as bad...

Summer Cumjmng&find Skye Blue
February 3-4-5, A# Hpltesj Duo Act Around
Lights^Tamerg/Action

1997 Showgh&Spectacular

Erotic Theatrical Performances ■ Thursday, 10pm

1-800-KAP-TEST
www.kaplan.com
'COURSE HUMESn isglsssn.l -Momaita olOtsr rwpsdw owners

Bring a friend and win a prize

I

135 S. Bryne Rd ■ Toledo • 531-0079 httpj//www.showglrl.com

tt>WMW^^^^^AA^AA*AAAAArV
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The BG News
Classified
Ads

372-6977

Spring Break Sgn-Upa,
Panama City Baaoh. FL
January 27-31 Union Lobby
Bam -4pm
$190 w.o transportation
$285 w/ transportation
Payable by caah. check, and credit card
$25 security dapoait required
Sign-upe anil continue in aha UAO ofllca, 330
Union after 1/31. OuoeDona? Cal 2-7184.
sponsored 6y UAO

T*t BO N«w» will no) i.nemi.fjly accept aWcmMmcna
0M tliwrtmiMK. w cnci>yra«e (liKnmiiMiMNi agBMM Mf
indi»idual or group oat the bun of rue. * i. color. tried.
rctipoa. nauoiul origin. KIIMI oncnuiion. diubihty.
OBBU aa ■ x*rM.o» on (he buii of any other legal!)
prowwd wiin
lit BG Ne». reaerve* the right to decline. di ■continue
or net it* atiy adtoliicmcni such a* ihott found u> be
dtfanwiory, lacking in factual bwit mnkadmg or falte
in nature All advertuctnenu air subject to editing and
appro.*!
The BG Ne-v »> a fonim open lo the public, recognuct
the impoMibitity of preventing all of thit type of adtetnwng and therefore encourage* our reader* lo beware
Ahaay i be (amiliar with a busineu before tending monct
or providing pertonal credit infomuuon Pteajcnrmem
ber. if 4 tounda loo good to be true, it probably t*

VOLUNTEER ©SOUP KITCHEN

—OBSICHAN~OBSIOIAN~
BGSU a art/ multicultural publication «na
youl The OM««n ia currenty recruiting people
cniereeled in deeklop publahing. aales. a pra>
tography. Meetinge ana held every Mori al
«pm, 202 Waal Hal. 7a cal 372-2440

—OC3IPUN—oaaaouw—

•Give a Penny from Your HeartGive »the United Way
eth Annual United Way Penny Drive
Kick-off Feb. 3 a 4 in tha Union Foyar
Drive runs through FeO 14
Sponsored by University Ambassadors

SERVICES OFFERED
COLLEGE FINANCIAL AID
Sudani Financial Services has information on
3,400» public A private sector funding sources
A MUST FOR ANYONE SEEKING FINANCIAL AICH For information 1 800-263 6495 e.l
FSS446.

International students DV-1 Greencard
Program available 1-800-773-8704
Applications doae Fab 10.1997

The World Sudani Association la holding a
campus-wide party lo bring paopla from al
around lha world togathar. Saturday. February
I. BiOOprn a) Midnight 110BOtlenhauor Waat

PERSONALS
$29 SPRING BREAK PACKAGE
Boardwalk Beach Resort - Panama City's
Spring Break Headquartere Only $29 Per Per
son l Raatiidtona Apply. 1-800-224-48S3.
AAA1 .NATIONAL DATING HOT LINE
Find your epedal some-one now.
1 -800-484-7009 Eat. 1129 $2 99/min.
Sorv-U (819)645-8434 le.T-tona

Al Bathing auita 50%-70%otf
Collages) Connection. 531 Ridge SI.

10 30 4 30 E vary day

IS YOUR ORGANIZATION TRYING TO RECRUIT QUALITY MEMBERS? Than plaaaa attend ttie CraaDva Racrutmant Strategies
Workshop on Wad.. Fab. 5.19*7 at 7pm in tha
Alumni Room of tha Umverairy Union. Rick
Robars horn the Honora Program wil ba the
guaal apaakar. For mora Info contact lha Office
ol Sudani Ufa at 372 2843
Join tha nation'a largest
Co-ad service fraternity
Alpha Phi Omega
kilo Night
Thuraday. Jan. 30 7 30 ©Kreischer
Leadership, friendship, service
Wa are not a Greek organize ion

Jourrtallem oouraa numbers are changing.
Don't ba surprised if you pre-regiaier tor one
number and gat another. Any questions7 Sea
advisor.
Rn*-* Reposing Course
Sun. Fab. 18.8am-5pm
Gi boa. Otic
126-Bursarable
mdudea: a-anaportabon. indoor and outdoor
rapelbng w/matrucaona and aidoor rock dancing. Sign up in aha UAO office 330 Union. Far
more Info call 2-7104.
SENIOR PICTURES
LAST CHANCE
Carl Wolf Studios ami ba on campua starting
Jan. 27 for only 5 daya. The) at THE laat chance
tor May t August grads Cal 372*088 to
schedule your sitting Pnotoa taken in fie
yoarbook olios 28 West Hall
Solve the Crime -- Mysteries on Campus
and win a caah prize
fnflay January 31. MaoDonald Country side
Teaser - 5.30pm. Show 7pm
TreeFor more info cal 2-7184, aponaorad by UAO

DEUVM TELEPHONK BOOKS

Al wool tweeters $35.00 1 weak only a wool
gloves Collegiate Connection 531 Ridge St
352*533.

Alpha Phi • Rachel Warren • Alpha Phi
Congratulations Rachel on your
engagement to Pea) Jones of Wnght
State Universityl We love youl
Love, lazy and Heather
Alpha Phi-Rachel Warren-Alpha Phi
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTSIII Grant a a
achoLarahlpa available from eponeore!!! No
prepaymenle, ever!!! ttlCeoh lor cotlege$$$. For Into: 1-800-243-24M.
BE NAMED THE
ORGANIZATION OF THE YEAR BY USG!
USG wil ba awarding the
-USO

ORGANIZATION OF THE YEAR
AWARD'
D rha organization that best displays how
they have benefited the BGSU $
Bowling Green community
To enter, -aubml a > lo 10 man. video to
USG dlepUylng their sccomeaahmenee a
strengths al BGSU a m BO.
Top 3 videos wil be shown al USG'a 1st ANNUAL UNIVERSITY BANQUET. MARCH S In
front of Dr. Ribeau, faculty and fellow University org. members
•$15 donation B DANCE MARATHON it required to enter. Videos a donations (checks
made payable to USG) can ba sen 11> tha USG
office in 404 Sudani Services
■Deadline fa Feb. 21. For mere kilo, can
3724028, or 3724118.
USG—USG-USG
Cam pue Polly eyas
352 0838
Thur Special Lasagne
$3 99 includes salad $ Garlic Bread
inaide and pick up only 11 am - Bprn
DAYTONA BEACH SPRING BREAK)
A etudenl only motel.
Break eway lo lha hottee) action In Florida
where guys meeta glrasl NEW motel on tha
ocean, mad AAA and Superior Lodging,
beach volleyball, tree MTV. Pool a welbar
open 24 hours b.y.o.b. Free gold card wtlh
check-In. Don! be le« out ol Ihle Special
Promotion! http:r7www.day1ona-lnn.oom.
CALL 1-800-682-0919.
DU'DU'DU'DU
RUSH
DELTA UPSILON
DU-DU-DU-DU

EARN EXTRA MONEY
No Experience
Deliveries Stan Mid-Faburaty
Paopla needed to deliver lha new
GTE Bowing Green, OH telephone
directories In: Bowing Green,
Grand Rapids, Waston, Portage,
Dunbrldge, Rudolph, a surrounding
areaa.
To deliver you must be at least 18
years old, have the use of an
Insured vehicle, and be available a
minimum ol 5 daylight hours daily.

To deliver, reserve a route in
your neighborhood.
Call l-ftOO-827-1200
Job 345-B
American Directory Service Corp
EOE

PAMAAAOTYBEACaFL

BOOK DIRECT & SAVE!
i^5fi-ff frcffl$rjaraght
Tmktthoii B
WMuWd Q^frorr^S
»mmmitKi! MUM *<m
Stay han and party Item. Tao oeeorrom
fiotae eWi a partv nlojitouu riQttt in the
fatftaa. ftse tag party OH arc* Deer per.

OKrt^H.lntlmi»arttli)n.Mma.
1 rot and reggae, an on On DMOI avJ tatM
contests, tec hot (totoaTuurfa, tdtar Da v

1-800-874-7101

BawtroiiJc Darts.

J-Joward's Club
F^tfrftoT) Thurs.
^aT^^iian. 30fli
Bane) Starte at 10 pm

iwiKfflr,

aVTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: M 8 W DOUBLES BILIARDS - FEB. 3; M 8 C - REC
DOUBLES RACOUETBALL - FEB 5; M.W. 8
CO-REC CURLING. FEB. 11. ALL ENTRCS
DUE BY 400PM IN 130 PERRY FELD
HOUSE

Journal!am couraa number* ana changing.
Don't be surpnaed if you pra-ragisier for one
number and get another. Any queeoone? Sea
advisor.

Meeting Weakly
BuldSel! Esteem

Become more Assertive
Reduce Stress
Strengthen Relationships
Promote a Balanced Life
Call 372-0155

KD-KD-KD-KD-KD'KD
Feeling those winter blues' Coma warm up at
the Kappa Delta ski lodge Monday. Fab. 3 from
830 10pm
Any queationa? Please cal
2-2871. Grab a friend and we'll aaa you (here.

Largest Selection of Greek Merchandise
Collegiate Connection
S31 Ridge Si 352-8333

Center tor Wellness a Prevention

You a re Invited toe
Brown Bag Luncheon tor
8lack Hletory Month!!
-Gender Perspectives and Counseling Tools'
presented by Dr. Sherlon Brown
Campua Room. University Union
1130am-i:30pm. FREE

A Mini Pttetwr
Wtfto Games

Cruise Ship Jobs
S3X»$900 weekly year round positions hiring
born msrvwoman. Free room a board. Wil
Train call 7 days. (407) 87S-2022. Ext.
0561C05
CRUISE SHIP EMPLOYMENT
Travel the world
(Hawaii. Mexico, Caribbean)
8 earn an excellent income In the
Cruise a Land-Tour Industry.
For details, cal 1 -208-971 -3550 ext. CS5449

PH MU • PHI MU • PHI MU

tamer, en 354-4280 after 4pm.
'Give a Penny from Your HeartGive to the United Way
4th Annual United Way Penny Drive
Kick-off Fab. 3 8 4 in the Union Foyer
Drive runs through Fab 14
Sponsored by University Ambassadors

Bast of luck to our audent teachers.Bethany
Hodaklevk. Margaret Strunk, and Sharon
Siegfried! Youcan do it'
PHI MU • PHI MU • PHI MU
PHI MU—PHI MU—PHI MU
Congraulatona to Krkatan Betak
on her pearling (emerald)
to Clark Allen
PHI MU—PHI MU—PHI MU
SENIOR PICTURES
LAST CHANCE
Cart Wolf Studios wil ba on campua starting
Jan. 27 for only 5 daya. Thia ia THE laat chance
•or May 8 August grads Cal 372-8088 to
echeduie your sitting Photoe taken in toe
yearbook ofltoe 28 Weal Hal.
SPRING BREAK PANAMA CTTY BEACH
FLORIDA. SANDPIPER-BEACON BEACH
RESORT. 3 POOLS. 1 INDOOR POOL.
HUGE BEACNSIDE HOT TUB, SUITES UP
TO 10 PEOPLE, TIKI BEACH BAR, HOME
OF THE WORLDS LONGEST KEG PARTY.
FREE INFO
1-800-488-8128.
WWW.SANDPIPERBEACON.COM
Spring Rush
Jan. 27-30
7-10
MonJWsd.
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Kappa Derta
Alpha Gamma Delta
Sigma Kappa
PhiMu
PiBafaPhi
Alpha Orracron Pi
Alpha Chi Omega
Tuaax/Thura.
Chi Omega
Alpha Ph.
Delta Zen
Dalai Gamma
Gamma Phi Beta
Alpha XI Delta

TAKE A BITE AND ON THE MOVE
FOR HEALTH AND JOY
Cal (372-0355) now lo find out about an
8 wk. program designed to educate
about healthy eating and
eieroae habile (weight management).
Wed 3:30 5:00pm. Beginning 2,5/97
Ctr PrevennorvWellness 372-9355
UNDERGRADUATE ASSISTANTSUP POSITIONS available for biology rnajora for
87-98. Application doadmo Fab. 10
USGTJSG"USG
USO NEEDS 2 OFF CAMPUS 0I3TRICT
SENATORSI
' required lo attend General Assembly meetings every other Monday.
* attend committee meetings every other Monday if not to General Assembly.
' serve on a University committee
GET INVOLVED ON BGSU-S CAMPUSI
YOU CAN MAKE A OIFFERENCEI
For more into, pick up an application m
404 Student Services or call 372 6026
USG TJSG-USG
USG "USG-USG
USG cordially invites ail membera ol
rna University community lo
USG'a let Annual Unlvorolty Banquet
March 5, Lenhart Grand Ballroom, 7pm
Cost is $12 par person 8 ia bursar able
Dinner wil be provided & all prooseds wil
ba donated lo DANCE MARATHON
- Dr Ribeau win be the ieaured apaakar.
* Come sea video presentations about Urnvera
ify organizations' USG wil ba awarding THE
USG ORGANIZATION OF THE YEAR A
WARDI
* An award will ba given u rha organization
with lha most members In attendance i
Plaaaa RSVP by Fab. 21
For mora info, cat tha USG ofllca
al 372-8128 or 3724026.
USG-USG-USG'

DISCOVER CARD

SPRING
It Pays To Discovori U68 Your
Discover Card And Save Up To $251
To Apply For A Card.
Cal 1-800-IT-PAYS-TO.

Bahamas Party
Cruise
$279

WANTED
1 temaJe subleaser needed immediately 521
E Merry. »T50/mo.LoAnn 352-9779
2 Meltalica Tickets for eaJecal 2-3378
3 rmiee wanted tor Wooater St house.
H8Smo Summer 1997 through May 1998.
Call Brian at 353-8915
MiF subleaser needed May- Aug. Own room m
4 bdrm house. Close to campus.

call 353-5190
ORIENTATION LEADER applications now
available at rosidenoa hal front desks or 405
Sudani Services. Qua: Fri. January 31.1997
Solve Crime - Mysteries on Campus
and win a cash prize
Friday. January 31. MscOoneJd Countryside
Teaser - 5:30pm. Snow 7pm
•Free*
For mora info call 2-7184. sponsored by UAO

Subleaser warned immediately. One year ok)
Campbell Hal apartment Cal 384-7211.
Wan led a Cause or Giuwn
intolerant Individual tor
a taalateat of a gluten-free
muffin. Call Krielen Surrell
for deists O 372-8884

EMACO Cleaning now hiring 1 part-time position Student needed through Aug. 97. Transp.
a musllCall 833-4567. leave message
FREE T-SHIRT 8 $1000
Credit Card fundraisers for fraternities, sororities 8 groupa. Any campua organization can
raise up to $1000 by earning a whopping
8SD0/VISA application Call 1-800 932-0528
ext. 65. Qualified calere receive
FREE T-SHIRT
Mind your own buetneeal CoJorWorks is currently recruiting on campua lor a limited number of summer -07 management poaiDona.
Gam hands on experience in managing a business in your hometown. Opportunities available In Toledo, Sylvanla, Maumee. and other
areaa. Summer earning a $749,000. To apeak
to a campus representative call
1-800-477-1001
NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT
Nartonal Parks hire forsetry workers, park
rangera. rVefighwra. Iteguarda a volunteer and
government positions. Excellent benefits 8
bonus potential. Cal: 1-208-971-3820 ext
N5S448.
Need a Tutor tor Electronica Course. Please
cal Steve at 353-2022.
Rasp., person to provide transp. lorn stem
school to home for student Ref. req. Please
eel 352-0644, afler 5pm.
Summer Buamess irrigation salea 8 installation Vehicle required (SOOO/summar Cal
1 800 361-4074.

Craldcare needed in my Perryeburg home for 3
toddlers, flea, hours. Experienced, reliable, a
have own transportation. Good pay i Call after
4pm 878-4282.
Computer Student. Wed versed in computer
technology to help leach family how lo use
compuaar. WaT Pay Call 3534)505 Dont oat
after 11pm.

$399

7 NHjhts-Air.Hotel-Save $150
on Food A Drink*

Jamaica
$419
7 N-ghbvAlr.Hotel'Save $150
on Food a Drinks

Florida
$119
7 Nights-Panama City, Day
yloria

a Cocoa Beach
Spring Break Travcl-Our 10th Year!

1-800-678-6386

D a O RENTALS - All of our unite are within 2
blocks of campua. Now renting for fan Attractive, wall-maintained units:
806 E WOOSTER - Spacious duplex located
directly across from campus. Upper unit-2
bdrm 'max occup 4. Lower umt-2 bdrm. /max
occup 4 Reserved parking.
234 S. COLLEGE ■ 2 bdrm. houearmai occup 4. 2 bdrm. rear apt max occup 3.
Reserved parking.
850 SCOTT HAMILTON Exceptionally nice 2
bdrm. urns/max occup 4 par unit. Laundry la
dkaes/al urars air cond. Reserved pkg.
836 SCOTT HAMILTON 3 y r old duplex/front
unit avail 2 brjrnvmax occup 3 Reserved pkg
CALL D 8 G RENTALS AT (419) 287-3233
AND ASK FOR EVA OR ELLE.
Free Jan. rant. Female subleaser needed immediately. 2 blccks from campus $iS5/monrh
plus utilities 354-8271
GREAT deals on the nghl apartment! Newlove
Rentals. 328 S. Math (our only office)
352-5620.
Great location 2 to 5 bedroom houses, 1 block
from campus. Lots ol parking Now renting for
97-98 Also 1 bdrm apt. close to campus May
rental. Can 353-2382 after 5:00.

•1 Awesome Florida Spring Breekl Panama
Cityi Room With Kitchen Near Bars $1191 Day
tona-Best Location $1391 Flonda'e New Hois
pot-Cocoa Beach Hilton $169' apringbreaktraval.com 1-800-878-6386.

Male roommate needed 2nd semester. Jen.
paidtor cable paid tor. $iS5/mo. Call Jason
(419)894-6369.

*1 Awesome Cancun 8 Jamaica Spnng Break
Speoaial 7 feghta Air 6 Hole! From $4291 Save
$150 On Food, Drinks 8 Free Psrbesl 111%
Loweal Price Guarantee! apringbreaktravel com 1-800-678-6386.
il Awesome Spring Break Bahamas Party
Cruisei 6 Days $2791 Includes All Meals, Parties a Taxes! Greet Beeches $ Nightlife'
Leaves from Ft. Lauderdaktl spnngbreakfjaval.com 1-600-678-6386.
4 Megabyte expansion memory for Gateway
2000 cdorbook Laptop computer. Can ba used
es second memory module to increase avail
system memory. $80 contact Amy 353 7296

Cable Descrambler Kit
$14 95 - See ALL the channels.
1 (800) 752-1389
Canon sta/wnghter 60 Word processor used
twice Comes with printer, disks, paper. $200
OBO.
Call
352-9131
or
iamsasna?bgnet.bgsuedu

New house - 3 bdrm. 1 bath, large doaats. 812
Third St. $695. short lease avail. Call Phil or
Dab at 474-5344.
Now Renting Roome
Spnng Semester
Call 353-0325
START early! Brochurea available for 1997 96
Newlove Rentals 328 S Main (our only office)
352-5620.
STOP in for 1907-98 brochuree Newlove
Rentals 326 S. Mam (our only office).
352-5620.
Sublease our Apt. In May! Specious 2 br, ac.
Umv Viiiagea. Free Water. Gas. Sewer. Cal
Now. 354-3227.
Subleaser wanted $120/mo
Own room, non-dnn ker or 21 ♦.
354-7204
Subleaser needed for the eummer. Studio apl
If interested, please call 353-7905. Amy.
Subleasars Needed NOWII
2 bdrm. 2 bathroom. $450/month. Avail. HI Augual.Cal 353-2168
Vary doae to campus, Free utilities
$l30/mo or besl otter, leaae ends on May 15
please call 353-3300 Tang, leave n

FREE CELLULAR PHONE
100 mln.per month FREE
Call Tadek lor details
419-356-2005

Cherrywood

IBM compatible CPU unit, floppy drive, monitor, HP 520 deskiet primer w/ WP 6 0, com
piete package $200 OBO. 13" color TV $30
Call 354-8513. leave message

Health Spa &
Tanning Center

Used loft lor sale $65
calKathryn© 372-3068

8th St. & High St. al
Piedmont Apts.

FOR RENT

Visits$20™<
Featuring a
"Hex" Tanning Booth

' »7-ee • Apia. 1 Houeee
Available Cloeelo Campua
311/316 E. Merry, 9 pymt. lease
211 E. Reed St and many more
Cal tor fastings 353-032 5
or listings aval 24 Mrs al
office 318 E. Marry 83

mm Hey
\dj nawl

353-7141
Coupon Expires
2-14-97
ONE PER PERSON

BG RADIATOR
[

IMAGINE

[

The Unique Boutique

L
r
L

HAS MOVED!
Visit us at 445 E. Wooster
(At the railroad tracks)
Mon-Sat 11-9
Sunday 12-6
352-3306

6 Days-AJ Meals-Free ParHerT
•Includes Taxes

Cancun

AVAILABLE NOW OR MAY Clean 6 nice upper api. 3 large rooms, amaliah kit., huge bath.
Al new healer (gas), plumbing, alec. Off-street
parking. Quiet street GREAT landlord $425 8
mil- Cal 354-1833.

Houses/1 $ 2 bdrm turn, apis year, 9 mo., a
summer leases 352-7454

81500 weekly potenDal mailing our circulars
For info cal 301-429-1328

CAMP WAYNE (sister half of brother/sister
camp, Northwestern Pannaylvania, 8723 •
I 8/20/97) Have the most memorable summer of your kfei Directors needed for Drama.
Fine Arts. Sports. Camping/Nalure Counselors for Tennis. Sports, Golf. Sell Defense.
GymnaaDcs, Dance, Cheerteoding. Ropaa.
Guitar. Bat*. Sculpture. Drawing/Painting.
S'kecroen, Ceramica. Swimming (WSI Pre
terred). Saving, Walerskirng. Omar staff:
f>ivav'Video'Phoiography. Head Chef snd
Assistant Chef, Kitchen positions. Office personnel On Campua interviews February 1Bfti.
Call 1-800-279 3019 for information.

Avail, for Rant Aug. 1.-S7
Close to Umv. Year lease req'd.
-3 bdrm home exc. cond.
226 E Merry SI
•3 bdrm apt. 443 N. Entarpnae
-1 bdrm apt 443 N Enterpriae
call 686-4651

FOR SALE

95 Ford Probe, Black w, black interior, 5 spd .
AlvVf M Cass. Rear defrost. AC. Vary dean,
vary tow miles. Call Kelly 3534119. asking
$10.900

ASIA EMPLOYMENT
Learn how students have made l25-t4Sfhr.
teaching basic conversational English in
Japan, Taiwan, or S Korea. Many employers
provide room a board and/or other benefits
Cell 208-071-3S70 eat. J55445

APTS FOR 97 AT '96 RATES
601 3rd' 1 bdrm furn ' grads only
704 5th • 2 bdrm rum • 9 or 12 lease
710 7th' 2 bdrm unfurn' 12 mih lease
PLEASE CALL 352-3445 • 9AM-9PM

Economic Development Spetislist
Ottawa County Community
Improvement Corporation
Reports to the D rector ol Economic
Development
Responsibility for Program Mgmnt. 8 Mktg.
Sand Resumes ASAP to
315 Madison St, Rm 208, Port Clinton, OH
43452

HELP WANTED

AC Tool a Dia Co. ol Deshkar. OH haa the following full-Dme posiOons open. Machinist, a
CNC programmer-operator We Offer a full
benefit package 8 oompetiove wegea. Apply m
person or sand resume to AC Tool 8 Die.
3-278 State Rt 18. Deshler, OH 43518. Atn.
Peggy m.

2 bedroom apt., dose to campua $500/mo <
elec Call (517) 27*6911.

Apt. tor rani. Free cable, new carpet
Call 354-7079

85 CHEVY CELEBRITY AUTO. POWER
STEERING. WHITE. CRUISE. STEREO,
EXCELLENT CONO.. $1600 CALL 352-5595

250 COUNSELORS and INSTRUCTORS
neededl Private, coed summer camp In Pocono Mbit.. NE Pennsylvania. Lohlkan. Boa
234BG. Kernlwonh. NJ07O33 (908) 278-0998

1 8 2 Bdrm Apis. Aval -12 mo. only located @
Univ. Courts. Heel, water, cooking 6 sewer
ind. Tenet pays elec and 2 Bdrm apa. avail 9
8 12 mo leaaea heal, water, cooking, a sewer
ind. Tenant pays alec. Close to campus
352-0164

EASTERN EUROPE EMPLOYMENT
Travel Eastern Europe
by teaching basic conversational Engbah in
Prague. Budapest, or Krakow. Inexpensive
Room 8 Board • other potential benefits. Find
out how to auccead in this field. Call: (208)
971-3880 ext. K55441.

Ziggy Zoombe's re looking for a musical enterCongrats lo Erin GoodaHe the
new V.P. of Membership Development and
Megan Meyer tha new V.P. of Rho
Chi's We're so proud of you both'
GoPanhall

PHI MU • PHI MU • PHI MU

Altantlonll AttantlonM
BGSU BLOOOMOBIIE
Fabruary 3-7

Fraa movie lomghl-Dr Jeckle and Mr. Hyda
Giah Film Thaatra. 0pm
For mora Info cal 2-7164, aponaorad by UAO

Wanted 100 students Lose 8 to 100 toe New
metaboliam breakthrough. Dr. recommended.
Guaranteed $30 coal. Fraa Gift.
1 -800-435-7501

PHI MU • PHI IHI • PHI MU

Pregnant?
Free Pregnancy Tests ConfldenBal 8 Canng
3S4-4673. BG Pregnancy Center.

Eicapl Wad 10 30-7 00
AMANI FCOM(COMMONS BLDG.)

'Jamaica 'Panama City
•Cancun-Daytona
•Padre -Bahamas
Call for FREE totoPackelll
1-800-428-7710

Women'a Self Esteem Group
FRIDAY MEET©4PM BA 111

AFREE PIZZA/DANCE Pany

ATTENTION ALL ORGANIZATIONS APPLYING FOR UNIVERSITY BUDGETS - Don't torgat a> raaarva a apaca in Hie MANDATORY
ACGFA Workahopa lha] will be haM on Thureday. Fab. 6. 1997 at 930am. noon, and Fab.
13 at 7pm In tie Town Room of tha Sudani
Union. Dr. Tonia Stewart Aaaooata Vice
Praaidant for Sludant Aflaira wil ba tha guaat
speaker. Groupa not parDdpatmg m thaaa
workahopa wil not ba allowed lo request ACGFA funding. For mora Into, contact the Sudani Lite Ofllca at 372 2843

OZ DZ OZ DZ OZ DZ DZ OZ
Congraulaiiona Janrvfar Parial
on your CPA Certification
DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ

Wake n Bake for
Spring Break 1 ear

WITH COLLEGE DEMOCRATS

You can help u* by calling the adtcrtiimg department al
4I«■»': :W5-nh>.»jr4ompl*1nt.andwggeitKH.i W(
ask thau you pleaac provide your name. addrcM. and phone
number along with your vpewifi. commenu With your
help *r |an make The BG Newt a heller puMKMion

CAMPUS EVENTS

DZ 02 DZ DZ DZ DZ OZ DZ
Good Luck to our new Alumnae
Jodi Ma/izek. Amanda Sherwook.
Kritten Papanbrook. Miaay Backman.
and Kim Calalano
DZ OZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ

Thursday. January 30, 1997

i - The ttiairI ^"~Tanning Center^*"

l vfFREE WSlV^

■ with/6 package kurchase
/ with this a«.
\\
eMP.2/1'v

[
r

NOT ■/l/ST RADIATORS!
We Are Now
CERTIFCOIorArC
REPAR t RECHARGE

•Heater Installation
'Heater Cores
-Water Pumps
-Gas Tanks
• General Auto Repair
Sales. Installations
and Repair

C

3E 352-5133 49

[
S^

520 S. MAPLE
BOWLING GREEN

3S

The Heat

■

904 E. Wooster
352-3588

■

Extended hours starting
Feb. 3
■
Open until 10 p.m.
|
Closest lo Campus

